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As of January 1, 2021, all US hospitals must comply with CMS’ price transparency regulation, which stipulates that hospitals must provide clear, 
accessible pricing estimates online for at least 300 different shoppable services. Many healthcare organizations have expressed that a variety of 
challenges make this mandate difficult to meet. In this perception report, KLAS interviewed 66 revenue cycle leaders to understand how hospitals 
are responding to the regulation and their future plans around price transparency. Going forward, KLAS intends to continue to measure and provide 
insights into the consumerization of healthcare.

Price Transparency 2022 Hospital Perceptions  
of CMS Regulation

Though Respondents See Value in Price Transparency, Most 
Cite Significant Challenges around Regulation Deployment

Most Respondents Say Significant Resource  
Investment Is Needed to Sustain Price Transparency

Many respondents feel the price transparency regulation is a step in the right direction toward 
the consumerization of healthcare and helps empower patients to oversee and control their own 
healthcare costs. However, the majority of survey respondents doubt the efficacy of the regulation 
as it exists today; of the respondents who anticipate that price transparency will moderately 
improve patient financial outcomes, over half believe the existing regulation needs additional 
clarification and federal guidance. There are concerns about cost, data accuracy, and patient 
adoption of pricing tools; some respondents worry about patients’ ability to understand the 
displayed pricing data, and today, most patients are unaware online pricing information exists or 
are unsure of how to interpret it. Additionally, respondents from smaller organizations worry price 
transparency will drive patients to larger hospitals for elective procedures and other shoppable 
services due to larger hospitals’ more competitive prices.

Many respondents are highly dissatisfied with two specific aspects of the regulation: the 
requirement to use machine-readable files containing pricing information and the requirement to
broadly publish online a master list of rates. Respondents believe these requirements are onerous, 
citing difficulties with the software used to publish the pricing information. Some say the 
published rates mainly benefit payer and provider organizations instead of patients.

Though several respondents feel the regulation is well intended, they say it has been poorly 
executed. Many hospitals comply only because they are required to by law and because 
they want to avoid monetary penalties. Additionally, organizations struggle to find resources 
to help with compliance because of the financial burden of investing in a regulation that 
doesn’t provide a return on investment. This lack of investment can be problematic since 
knowledgeable and experienced resources are required to keep the pricing information 
accurate and compliant. Over the next year, respondents expect they will need to continually 
invest in people, processes, and technology to meet price transparency mandates. Over half 
of respondents report price transparency will continue to require a significant number of 
resources, saying the initial system build-out and the creation of individual templates for every 
service they wish to estimate a price for will be especially burdensome.

Effect Price Transparency Rules Will 
Have on Patient Financial Outcomes

Perceptions on Regulation’s Deployment
Respondents who anticipate moderate 
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“The government’s current methods are not the best way to go about things. . . . The government 
wasn’t specific enough to make it easy for a market analyst to use the data. And they sure didn’t do 
something that patients could use. So the rules missed the mark entirely.” —Executive director of 
revenue cycle (anticipates moderate improvement to patient financial outcomes)

“We need a significant number of resources to keep up with the requirements. I think the original rule said that providers would take about 80 hours to meet 
the regulations. When I read that, I couldn’t stop laughing. Meeting the requirements has taken an enormous number of resources and has added significantly 
to the cost of healthcare. If we add the No Surprises Act into the nightmare, that increases the cost of healthcare too because of the way the rules are written. 
The situation doesn’t make any sense, and the rules are almost impossible to comply with.” —VP of revenue cycle
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Respondents More Satisfied Overall with Third-Party Solutions,  
though EMR Vendors Highly Likely to Gain Market Share in the Future
For help with price transparency compliance, hospitals are more likely to turn to third parties rather than their enterprise EMR vendor. Among this 
report sample, 18 different third-party solutions are in use, with 25% of respondents using either Experian Health, Vitalware, or nThrive. When asked 
who is best positioned to lead in price transparency, respondents most commonly chose third parties. Additionally, respondents who use third-party 
technology rate their satisfaction about one point higher (1–9 scale) than respondents who use their EMR vendor’s solution. Of those who use their 
EMR vendor for price transparency, Epic is the most mentioned; no Cerner EMR customers in this sample report using Cerner for price transparency. 
When asked which EMR vendor is best positioned to lead in price transparency, nearly half of all respondents (regardless of their current EMR vendor) 
mentioned Epic, with a few mentioning Cerner. The remaining respondents are unsure or feel Cerner and Epic are equally well positioned. Among 
this report sample, Epic is the single vendor most commonly used for price transparency. Because of Epic’s position in the market, their development 
track record, and their highly functional technology, respondents are confident in Epic’s ability to tackle price transparency challenges and provide 
necessary tools. While respondents are less satisfied overall with the current performance of EMR vendors’ price transparency solutions, some who 
currently use a third party say they will consider moving to their EMR vendor’s platform in the future to further consolidate systems. For example, 
some Epic EMR customers who use a third party for price transparency intend to move to Epic’s offering once it becomes more robust.

Vendors Used for Price Transparency Party Best Positioned to  
Lead in Price Transparency (n=61)

Confusion Abounds around  
Regulation Expectations and Needs
Respondents say the CMS regulation as it is written today is confusing; it is unclear what 
organizations need to do and where the regulation will go from here. Many organizations are not 
investing beyond the bare minimum requirements, and they don’t plan to do more until there is 
further clarity around the regulations and the expectations going forward. The second most-
common challenge, cited by one-third of respondents, is lack of sufficient resources to remain 
compliant. Respondents are uncertain about the number and types of resources required 
today, much less the resources required in the future as price transparency rules evolve or are 
interpreted differently. Several respondents say their organization has had to bring in outside 
consulting groups to help navigate the requirements. Additionally, many have invested a lot of 
time into educating their employees about price transparency rules via webinars, classes, and 
resources for self-directed learning.
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“Like everybody else, we are reactive, and we do what we can. But we are hesitant to do more than what is expected or written because the price 
transparency rules may change. We don’t want to invest in technology or third-party vendors that are ill prepared for changes.” —Business office director

“Since most hospitals that use the Epic software have invested a lot of money into it, they want to look to Epic as a partner and get as much out of the vendor as 
possible. Epic is still developing their muscles around price transparency, but ultimately, they are the EMR that is best positioned for it. They learn quickly and 
partner with customers, and they seem to be pretty skillful. . . . They are still developing, so getting there may take a bit, but based on what I am  
hearing, Epic is the one. Over half of the market is on their software.” —VP of revenue cycle

This material is copyrighted. Any organization gaining unauthorized access to this report will be liable to compensate KLAS for the full retail price. 
Please see the KLAS DATA USE POLICY for information regarding use of this report. © 2022 KLAS Enterprises, LLC. All Rights Reserved.

https://klasresearch.com/data-use-policy
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To better understand how hospitals are thinking about and responding to the federal government’s price transparency regulation, KLAS 
impartially selected 66 revenue cycle leaders and interviewed them over the last 12 months to ask the following questions: 
 
     1.  How satisfied are you with your current price transparency offering?

     2.  Is your current price transparency solution part of your long-term plans?

     3.  Who is best positioned to lead the price transparency market?

     4.  What effect will price transparency rules have on patients’ financial outcomes?
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     5.  What amount of resources does your organization need to meet compliance?

     6.  Will your organization invest in price transparency in the next 12 months?

     7.  What is your long-term strategy for price transparency? 

     8.  What are the biggest challenges with achieving compliance?
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Questions Asked in Supplemental Evaluation

How satisfied are you with your current price transparency offering?

Is your current price transparency solution part of your long-term plans?

Regardless of what vendors and solutions you are using today, who is best positioned to lead this market?

Which EMR vendor is best positioned to lead the market?

Which third party is best positioned to lead the market?

What effect will price transparency rules have on patients’ financial outcomes?

What amount of resources does your organization need to meet compliance?

Will your organization invest in price transparency over the next 12 months?

What is your long-term strategy for price transparency?

What is the biggest challenge with achieving compliance?

What is the second-biggest challenge with achieving compliance?

Additional comments
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How satisfied are you with your current price transparency offering?

AccuReg

We haven’t had any issues with AccuReg.

The solution is everything that we want. AccuReg did a great job. It takes one click for us to get information from the system, and 
then we can look at our shoppable events.

Some of AccuReg’s tools perform very well. We are very happy with the patient-facing estimator tool. It is very nice. It is easy for 
people who are educated on how things work, but the tool is very user friendly in general. What is bringing my score down is that 
we had some challenges in getting our machine-readable file to the place we needed it to be. The vendor should have been able 
to accommodate some of our requests or offer some of the things that we asked for. Those things should have been inherent to 
what the vendor offered with the product.

Though we had a lot of issues to work through, the person we worked with from AccuReg was very responsive and helpful. That 
person’s responsiveness to our concerns pushes AccuReg up in their score.

Change Healthcare

Change Healthcare’s solution lets patients know what they are expected to pay when they come in and what we expect to get 
reimbursed when they go out. The electives and scheduled procedures are spot on. Things get a little hairy with emergent 
services because we don’t know what someone’s illness is. I don’t know whether anyone has come out with a solution for price 
transparency in emergent services yet. The cost depends on the patient’s final condition. Things are hit and miss for unscheduled 
encounters.

Change Healthcare’s system got us to be compliant. The vendor helped us and was a partner. We have hospitals that use the 
Change Healthcare products, and we have hospitals that use another vendor’s products. The other vendor wasn’t quite as helpful 
and cooperative with price transparency. We ended up doing part of that ourselves. But Change Healthcare actually helped us do 
the big pieces of price transparency and helped us develop a couple of things. They brainstormed with us and delivered.

Cleverley & Associates

We are doing something that I don’t believe in and that causes more confusion to satisfy a law that doesn’t accomplish anything. 
We do price transparency to satisfy the legal requirements.

Craneware

The technology is as good as it can be with the ambiguity of regulations. The government said it had to be machine readable; 
they didn’t say downloadable. The price transparency that the government wants is actually impossible to achieve because 
every patient that presents is going to have a different scenario, and we can’t outline every possible combination of events in our 
contract terms. Craneware has taken the approach of using remittance advice data to recreate rates, and that is an approach 
that several vendors have taken. It works, but the technology interface is challenging. When we have to update our rates, we go 
in and check boxes to hide and show individual items. There are only a couple of search options. The columns don’t all display 
on the page, and simple things like dragging and dropping column headings and adjusting column width can’t be done. The 
interface is really challenging for the publisher when they turn the files around and give us our website. Remittances are also not 
very clean.
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Epic

We got a notification from CMS that we were not compliant. We looked into things, and everything seemed appropriate, but 
there were some things that CMS took as noncompliant. I think things like that will be solved with the next iteration of the system. 
However, it is not completely compliant at this point.

I haven’t heard of any patient issues, so I am perfectly satisfied with the current offering.

The tool itself works great. We just have to build out every template that we would possibly want to generate an estimate for. That 
is a lot of work and maintenance.

We continue to build our price transparency offering. It isn’t working in the way we had hoped it would, but we hope to get it 
there. Right now, our offering gives us price transparency estimates on a historical basis. We are building contract information 
into the Epic platform so that the information will be more accurate. The historical data isn’t reliable.

The solution doesn’t capture demographics from patients who are accessing the tool. It also doesn’t allow insights if users access 
prices and then go on to schedule a service. The system doesn’t do price comparisons with other health systems.

There are still some opportunities for nimbler customized development, but for the most part, Epic has done the job. We are 
moving through that journey of finalizing the price estimate piece. There is a challenge with the accuracy of estimates, but 
everyone is struggling with that because having multiple services makes things tough. The piece is focused more on accuracy 
than the volume of price estimates, and there may be other people who are trying to get a bunch of price estimates to fill the 
volume rather than focusing on accuracy.

The platform works, and we want to keep expanding the estimation tool in a major way. We also want to implement guaranteed 
estimates so that when we tell a patient the portion that is their responsibility, we can guarantee a payment or payment plan.

We use Epic’s platform. Epic allows us to complete machine-readable files. We put only some of our efforts there.

I don’t know whether the blame falls on Epic or just on us being able to do what we need to do. Implementing the system was a 
heavy lift; it was difficult to get everything in place.

The vendor always thinks everything is fancier and more automated than it is. If the tool worked the way they say it works, that 
would be great. Ultimately, whether we can get the automation functionality to work correctly depends on certain things, such 
as how we built our charging practices within the EMR. We continue to work with Epic to change some of our charging practices, 
and that has probably been our biggest challenge. We have been using the tool for a while, so when we can create a manual 
estimate and make changes to it, the tool works well. However, with the automated estimates, we end up with too many charges 
in our estimate because of our charging practices. The product doesn’t work the way it should out of the box. We need to do some 
additional work.

Experian Health

Experian Health does a good job with a static template if I want to price out a CPT code or two. And Experian Health incorporates 
the insurance information and processes that. They do a good job there. One negative is the process is time consuming. There is 
a lot of information that has to be added by the user. And even when we run the insurance, the system lags a bit with generating 
the price estimation. That takes some time. The other negative is the system doesn’t really offer multiple services, any kind 
of packaging offers, or payment-plan functionality. So even if the system generates an estimate, somebody’s immediate next 
question is whether they can break the cost up into payments or whether there is a prompt-pay discount. The solution gets us 
the out-of-pocket amount, and that is where the story ends with that tool. So I would, of course, love something that does a little 
more hand-holding past that. We would like a system that asks whether people want to set up a payment plan or pay now, and 
Experian Health’s tool doesn’t really do that.
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Experian Health has a good product. We don’t have any problems with it; it is working fine. We had a bit of a bumpy ride to get to 
where we are, but the end product is good.

Experian Health is really fast. The system was up and running in a few weeks. Once we identified the data we needed and how we 
wanted it to look and move, we were done. That was nice.

We asked Experian Health for help on surprise billing, and they didn’t set up quite as much as they should have or help the 
providers have good solutions. Experian Health is in the mix of everything. They are new to everyone, so the issue could just be 
with timing.

When I open a support ticket with Experian Health, there is no back-and-forth. The support people just tell us the ticket has been 
completed. They close the ticket before we can validate whether the changes have been applied correctly, but it would be more 
helpful if we could confirm that the changes have been made appropriately. That is a pain point for us.

Our CEO took the position that we would rather get fined than publish our rate structure to folks down the street so they would 
compete with us. I went back to our CEO and told them that CMS is putting pressure on folks. People are trying to be somewhat 
compliant. There are opportunities to redact data by talking about and putting in statements. Some hospitals say that the 
severity of an illness will augment the average pricing. We have no way to predict how severe an illness will be; it happens on a 
patient-specific basis. We are working on building a product with the same type of language, statements, and disclaimers. That 
way, we don’t have to post certain things that we don’t want to, and our CEO will feel more comfortable.

Experian Health was clumsier and took longer to get things done than our other vendor. Maybe I am biased against Experian 
Health because they aren’t performing as well as we would like.

Homegrown/Internal System

Right now, we are in the very dark ages of price transparency. To satisfy the requirements, we published all of our payers on our 
website by the services, and that was a horrible idea because basically anybody can see the information. If we had a price model, 
which some vendors have, someone would have to be very specific about what they are putting in and requiring. We are showing 
the world our prices, and most patients don’t understand what we are showing, so other hospitals and payers are seeing the 
information, and that defeats the purpose. I am very disappointed with our price transparency. I would rather take the penalty 
and not publish anything.

We are doing price transparency on our own, and it is extremely laborious and manual. We are using some reporting that we are 
getting and converting into good faith estimates. We partner on the front end with AccuReg for price estimation. Unfortunately, 
AccuReg’s system does not include professional fee estimates with the hospital estimates right now. AccuReg is working on the 
issue, and they have a delivery date for the second quarter of 2022. Even though we offer a price estimation, the work is manual 
because we can’t combine hospital and professional data.

We are very satisfied with our in-house product. The beauty of developing in-house is that we have the flexibility to build the 
product that we want. We have continued to improve user features and capabilities every week. Every week, we push out new 
features, and I don’t know whether we would have had the same opportunity if we had engaged a vendor partner.

We are fully compliant, and we did a great job.

Our price transparency solution is in-house. Everything is done internally by the compliance people, the IT department, and 
patient financial services. We are doing things internally on the inpatient side because we thought we would be better served by 
doing things ourselves.

Nobody provides our price transparency solution; we do price transparency ourselves. We use Epic to offer patient estimates, 
and then we pull our own machine-readable files to load onto our organization’s website. We have two options for patients to get 
estimates through Epic. Patients can access the estimates through MyChart or via our website by clicking on a guest link that 
brings them to the same functionality as a MyChart user.
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nThrive

The implementation was quick and easy with no problems.

nThrive was unable to deliver a solution in time. I am not sure I can hold them accountable for that because the government’s 
regulations lack clarity. That is true for the No Surprises Act.

PARA HealthCare Analytics

The solution is easy to use and set up. It was a one-and-done thing. That was really nice. There was not a whole lot that we had to 
do on that setup. That was really cool.

PELITAS

PELITAS has been a very good vendor to work with. We have a lot of contracts, so the implementation took us a while, but that 
was because of our requirements. Out of the box, the vendor was very flexible and responsive to us. Doing all the testing was a lot 
of work on our end and their end, but PELITAS went over and above any other vendor I have worked with in trying to help us meet 
our needs and get us where we want to be.

Quadax

Quadax has assisted us with our machine-readable files. We are extremely satisfied with Quadax and their level of service. When 
they need updated CDM files to support things, they remind us. As regulations change, Quadax changes things. We don’t have to 
worry about that. The system is easy to use for hospitals that are trying to juggle a lot. Quadax takes the weight off the hospital. 
They manage things and can advise us, but ultimately, we have to tell them what we need. Quadax has a consultative approach.

Revenue Masters

The product is still new and in somewhat of a development phase. That isn’t totally unexpected. The vendor is very easy to work 
with and very accommodating.

The SSI Group

We had to do a lot of tweaking with the price transparency offering.

Syntellis

I am very satisfied with Syntellis’ price transparency offering. We were under a time constraint to get things done. There are 
a lot of things that go into price transparency with our contracts, but Syntellis brought their team in and helped us. They did 
things right, and their price point was low. Syntellis really captured the market. I hate to go with the cheapest solution because 
sometimes I get what I pay for, but we were so happy with Syntellis’ transition, team, and ability to work with our patient account 
directors. The vendor made sure the contracts were calculated correctly. The tool that we use on our website is really easy for 
users. We were extremely pleased with Syntellis’ support. The vendor pretty much handled everything for us. When we are trying 
to operate a hospital or business, there is so much that goes on, and we don’t have a lot of time to focus on new things. We like 
partnering with Syntellis because they take away the headaches and deliver.

TransUnion Healthcare

My experience with TransUnion is similar to my experience with other vendors. We have challenges with getting an accurate 
estimate for folks because of mitigating circumstances. Things get very challenging with contractor rates, CPTs for certain 
groups, and DRGs for inpatients. MRIs are a bit easier because we can have fee schedule rates. A lot of times, we have trouble 
with accuracy. Our concern is that the No Surprises Act will be the ugly cousin of price transparency. We are going to be 
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challenged to be within the $400 amount in terms of our self-pays on larger dollar accounts where we don’t have a fee schedule 
to fall back on. The only way to get around things is to get away from percent-of-charge discounts for uninsured patients and to 
go flat rates and fee schedules.

ClearQuote doesn’t seem to be on top of things. We have called ClearQuote to ask about their plans because we are depending on 
their product for a lot. ClearQuote still hasn’t given us an update about the price transparency changes coming and about their 
product being able to provide patient estimates.

Vitalware

I am pretty satisfied with Vitalware. They have been really easy to work with.

CMS recently came out with some more detailed information on what they wanted in the requirements. We are thinking that 
we are not quite there with those new requirements. CMS specified things better than they had in the past. We thought we 
were good with what we were doing. Vitalware is now regrouping and looking at what they have to change to fully meet those 
requirements now. We are in a limbo spot at the moment.

The Vitalware system is very compliant, but it is still very confusing to any nonhealthcare person. The system meets our needs 
and keeps us out of trouble. We are following the letter of the law, but the system is not yet there in terms of being patient 
friendly.

I am not happy. Price transparency is a nightmare. I don’t want to blame either Vitalware or Health Catalyst because I don’t think 
anybody understood what would happen when we started getting into price transparency. The regulation makes zero sense, and 
it doesn’t help anyone.

Waystar

In my department, we provide the charges and tools, and we send the information that we want to be displayed on the tool, and 
the vendor has been very helpful in making things available. The tool is very intuitive. Once someone logs in, they can pick the 
hospital they want pricing information on and indicate whether they have insurance, and the tool is able to calculate the price 
based on their insurance coverage and insurance deductible. The tool is able to give the patient as close to an accurate price as 
possible. They can go to our organization’s website, find the drop-down menu for price estimation, and get launched into the tool 
that way.
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Is your current price transparency solution part of your long-term plans?

Change Healthcare

We are having a computer conversion, and then we will go to a corporate system-wide solution. Change Healthcare might be 
involved with that. Right now, they are with us for a while longer, but after that, we don’t really have a long-term plan.

We will keep Change Healthcare’s software in place as long as we need to. Transitioning away from partners that offer a price 
transparency solution would be quite a difficult activity for us. We are large and have many resources, analytics, and smart 
people, but we have to continue to partner with a vendor for price transparency compliance.

Cleverley & Associates

Our price transparency solution is part of our long-term plans because the law requires us to have a solution.

Craneware

If Craneware keeps evolving and continues providing a price transparency solution at no cost to their existing clients and other 
others in the market, we may keep it. But there is an alternate product which I think will work better. If that product is also offered 
to me free of charge, I would have to choose between the two. The new product would be better and get closer to meeting the 
spirit of the intent of all the regulations. The government really wants us to publish every possible scenario. One way to do that is 
to create fake claims for every possible scenario and run them through a system that compares them to our contracts and spits 
out the rates. nThrive is trying to produce that product right now.

Epic

The system is part of our long-term plans. We were already implementing the system, and then CMS regulations and the No 
Surprises Act accelerated the implementation. Once we hit a regulation, we don’t have to fight for resources.

I would prefer my long-term plan to be not doing this anymore.

With price transparency, there are two options to either have all of the shoppable services in a file or provide an out-of-pocket 
estimate. We decided very quickly that we would offer an out-of-pocket estimate. The regulation was the push that we needed to 
take our existing price estimate services that were performed by financial counselors and mailed out or provided online or over 
the phone and turn the process into a true consumer-oriented, self-service method. Having an estimator is absolutely part of our 
long-term solution. Whether that is Epic’s system, I don’t know.

Experian Health

The Experian Health solution is part of our long-term plans. At this point, the unknown is whether the requirements for good faith 
estimates will happen in 2023. I am very concerned about how we are going to comply with those requirements. I don’t know 
whether we will need to add staff members in order to comply with those or what costs we will need to bear. CMS and HHS haven’t 
delivered any regulations, standards, or road maps for how we are going to do transactions with the ePayer world. That concerns 
me. We hope that Experian Health will help us comply with the requirements if and when they become final.

We are using Experian Health’s system, but we want to use our other system as much as possible. We didn’t have time to build 
that other system out. Sometime in the next couple of years, we will build out that system and move away from Experian Health’s. 
There isn’t anything wrong with Experian Health, but our mission is to use the other system as much as we can. Our contracts 
aren’t built into that system yet, so if we did use it, estimates would be based on history. We need to build our first contracts in the 
system before we can start working on building out the price transparency functionality. We have limited labor, so that will take a 
couple of years.
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We may consolidate to one solution somewhere down the road, but that depends on our integration capabilities. As we systemize 
our EHRs, our hands may be forced, but we will see. We have two products, and I think both are in our long-term plans.

We are staying with Experian Health for a while. When our contract is up, I will be open to considering other options. Frankly, due 
to staffing issues, we may need to stick with Experian Health until we can recover.

We will post our pricing structure. It will be available for machine-readable files. It will continue to get updated. But it will also 
most likely have pieces that are missing. CMS couldn’t answer what we are supposed to do with capitated claims where there 
is no payment reimbursement. There are a lot of gaps in what they know. We will probably have to have another phone call with 
CMS to tell them that we are looking for something different. And we will do what a lot of hospitals are doing to be compliant and 
not fined.

I wouldn’t say that Experian Health is part of our long-term plans because we are migrating to another vendor that has a 
pricing estimator tool. We are going to drive more and more systems in the revenue cycle, and we have to consider our payer 
agreements. When we have multiple vendors and multiple systems, we have to duplicate builds, and things get more and more 
complicated because the commercial payers want to throw as many curve balls at us as they can. We want to migrate to this 
other vendor so that we have a single source for our contracts that drive off the vendor’s platform. Experian Health is expensive, 
not very responsive, and hard to work with. We also have system stability issues. For reasons that go well beyond the No 
Surprises Act, we are probably going to move away from Experian Health.

Homegrown/Internal System

In our conversion, we are going with Experian Health’s system on the front end for estimations. That decision is not my choice. 
We are going to be in compliance with the No Surprises Act, but the process will be manual and add a lot of work to a lot of 
different people’s jobs here. When the insurance estimates come along in 2023, I have no idea how we will comply at that point.

We will continue to handle our price transparency ourselves. That will be a pain because we will have to deal with a lot of 
data, codes, and rates. It is not an insurmountable exercise though. I don’t think that we have any plans to outsource our price 
transparency.

Our current product will be the foundation of our price transparency solution as we continue to build.

We are going to migrate to another product shortly. There are some vendors out there that could probably do the work with less 
of a lift than it has taken us. There is some added functionality that is coming, so we have made the decision to move forward 
with an outside organization.

Our current approach is not part of our long-term plans because I would like to look at more efficient options for getting files 
done. I want to figure out a way to offload that work.

We are satisfied with the model that we use. But we engage in community feedback, and we are always trying to make price 
information as user friendly and accessible as possible.

nThrive

We have no plans to change; we are happy with the nThrive system.

nThrive is probably part of our long-term plans because our managed care department uses nThrive’s contract modeling tool, 
which is one of the best products in the market. nThrive isn’t part of our long-term plans because they are doing a good job on 
pricing transparency; they are part of our long-term plans because of their contract modeling system.
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PELITAS

We are part of a health system, and they are trying to migrate all their groups to the same functionality. Almost all of the other 
facilities in the health system are currently using another vendor’s system for price transparency. We are looking to transition to 
that system so that there is consistency across the spectrum. But that is not a negative reflection on iPAS; it is more of a falling in 
line with our parent organization. We are looking at this other system to be the future for price transparency, but we are just not 
100% there yet.

Revenue Masters

If Payer Glass is not part of our long-term plans, then something very similar is. We had a company that we engaged with that 
partnered with Payer Glass’ vendor, so the transition was nice for us.

Syntellis

We have been pleased with Syntellis, the quality of their products, the support they give, the sales process, and the delivery after 
the sale. A lot of healthcare vendors lack delivery. Businesses overpromise and underdeliver. But Syntellis has always been able 
to meet their promises. I can’t say the same of the other vendors that we do business with.

TransUnion Healthcare

We have no plans to change solutions at this time.

Vitalware

Vitalware’s solution will be our long-term solution unless Epic can come up with something that is better.
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Regardless of what vendors and solutions you are using today, who is best 
positioned to lead this market?

I don’t know enough about what Epic, Cerner, MEDITECH, and the other big HIT payers are offering, so I can’t speak to those 
vendors. If the large HIT companies are smart, they will probably leverage existing capabilities from niche vendors like Experian 
Health instead of building software from scratch. If HIT EMR companies would integrate their solutions with solutions from 
specialty vendors instead of self-developing everything, I would have more confidence in their ability to get to the finish line.

In terms of which vendors are best positioned to lead the market, the systems that have contracts have a natural advantage 
because the best price estimate tools use history. The EMR products, especially the ones that use a contract model, have an 
advantage. But if someone were using another vendor’s system for their managed care contract and had no intention of involving 
that vendor in their homegrown system, that would throw the decision wide open to whatever vendor the provider organization 
would like to use.
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Which EMR vendor is best positioned to lead the market?

Respondents Using EMR Vendor for Price Transparency

My impression is that a lot of hospitals are using the same tool that we are using. Since Epic and Cerner cover a lot of the market, I 
would say that they are both positioned well. Epic’s system is pretty robust. The system needs some fine-tuning, but it will get the 
job done.

Epic is very well positioned to lead the price transparency market.

Epic is best positioned to lead the market. They have a lot of clients, and my experience is limited, but Epic is the only vendor that I 
can definitively say looks like they are positioned.

Since most hospitals that use the Epic software have invested a lot of money into it, they want to look to Epic as a partner and get 
as much out of the vendor as possible. Epic is still developing their muscles around price transparency, but ultimately, they are 
the EMR that is best positioned for it. They learn quickly and partner with customers, and they seem to be pretty skillful. There are 
probably vendors out there that are trying to figure out how to bundle services and that are really digging into price transparency. 
Those vendors probably have a real command of pricing, but in the long term, Epic is the best positioned to lead the market. They 
are still developing, so getting there may take a bit, but based on what I am hearing, Epic is the one. Over half of the market is on 
their software.

EMRs are going to have the first pass. People have so much money sunk into things right now. The last thing that people want to 
do is bring in another vendor. If the Epics and Cerners of the world can produce a product that is semi-tolerable, people will go in 
that direction because one is better integrated and is going to be low cost. 

Epic has released some tools. We haven’t implemented those yet; that will depend on what the tools look like and what the user 
experience is. I don’t know enough about where Cerner is, although I know they are losing some pretty big clients. Epic used to 
be staunchly opposed to external development. If they didn’t develop something, it didn’t work well in Epic’s system. They have 
really changed their tune on that. They realized that they can’t be everything to everybody. They are allowing for the App Orchard 
and allowing other developers to create tools that can actually integrate with Epic’s system. They realized that, long term, people 
just don’t always want to change. If they have something that works, the last thing people want to do is change it. Not allowing 
somebody to integrate something that works with Epic was somewhat foolish. Their new mentality is right. They aren’t trying to be 
everything to everybody all the time. They are allowing other people to integrate and play with the systems. That helps Epic a lot.

Epic is best positioned because their system is so widely utilized. However, Epic should be doing more. What I found with all of 
the vendors we evaluated is that they primarily took their internal-facing tools that they had had on the market forever and turned 
them outward facing. Epic added no consumer-friendly attributes or functions and did nothing to create a consumer experience.

Respondents Using Third Party for Price Transparency

If someone has Cerner’s or Epic’s system, then those vendors are pretty much going to control the decisions. In our position,  
we have a small EMR vendor, and the third-party vendors are how we get things done. 

Epic is the EMR vendor in the best position to lead the price-transparency market. They have a patient-payment portal that  
is fully integrated into their EMR.

I don’t know every EMR out there, so I am not going to say I am an expert on all of the large EMR vendors, but we have Cerner’s 
system. In comparing Epic and Cerner, I like what Epic is offering better than Cerner. Epic looks the most promising.
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Epic already has price transparency capabilities today. It wouldn’t be a big stretch for Cerner revenue cycle clients to have 
fake claims. If the contract management solution was built out in Millennium PowerChart or RevElate, Cerner could very easily 
produce the files too. The EMR vendor is eventually just going to take care of price transparency regulations for us.

Epic rules the world in terms of client satisfaction, installations, and customer base. Epic seems to be at the front of the market.

Epic is the EMR vendor that is best positioned.

My response to which EMR vendor is best positioned is always going to be Epic. They make money hand over fist, and they have 
some of the best integration. Across the board, Epic has access to more information than other EHR vendors.

The more coverage an organization gets from their EMR, the better. So an organization would probably be better off with an EMR 
from Cerner or Epic.

Epic is best positioned simply because their product is a one-way interface from our revenue cycle system. The registration 
starts in our revenue system, and that passes over and opens up the EMR. Nothing else comes back from the EMR into the 
revenue system as far as coding is concerned. However, there is no bidirectional interface. My understanding is that Epic’s 
system and Experian Health’s system have that level of connectivity.

The EMR integration with Millennium PowerChart is working very well.

As long as the EMR is integrated with the financial system and third-party vendors, everything will work well.

Epic is best positioned.

I am seeing a dynamic in the market where there are a lot of mergers and acquisitions going on with third-party software 
vendors. That raises concerns because what was previously good may no longer be good after an acquisition. There are also a lot 
of hybrid spinoff companies where people think they can do something better and start their own companies. With the onslaught 
of vendors, it is hard to tell which vendor will be good. Everybody has a great sales pitch and is backed by venture capital. 
The same thing is true in AI or RPA. Vendors are popping out of the woodwork and are backed by money that has no history in 
healthcare. That creates a lot of turmoil for providers and people who are trying to find the best partners. 

The market is in a state of flux, which makes things hard. If a niche vendor does price transparency really well, that vendor would 
be my first choice. But vendors are increasingly questionable in terms of their deliverables. That makes me want to lean toward 
Epic because their system is integrated into a single platform, so we don’t have interface and maintenance issues when we 
upgrade. A lot of the issues go away in the Epic environment, but Epic is generally not the first mover. Epic is running away with 
the market.

If an EMR vendor were to offer a price transparency solution, I would say Cerner is the best positioned to lead the market. But they 
are under new leadership. They have cleaned house in terms of VPs, so Epic may actually be best positioned since they aren’t 
dealing with new leadership.

I used Epic’s system, but I didn’t use it for estimates. Maybe Epic has improved now, but I think third-party vendors are the best 
way to go for price estimates.

The bigger EMR vendors are probably positioned to do something. They have the most resources, but I don’t know whether they 
are focused on price transparency.

No EMR vendor is very well positioned.

We are going toward internal tools because using a vendor takes so much work. We have to manage, monitor, quality check, and 
feed data to vendors. We could do price transparency ourselves for less money and not much more effort. I can’t give a name, 
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but if there is a strong vendor in the contract management arena that has developed a very detailed understanding of the ever-
changing CMS rules, that vendor will be best positioned.

Epic is best positioned because of their market share. They are constantly improving on their products. Epic listens to hospitals 
and the customers and is always trying to improve.

We try to work with our EMR vendor, but their price estimator product isn’t able to provide the information that we need to be able 
to get to the patient. We wanted to try to make things available through the MyChart software, but that was confusing, so we chose 
to go with a third party. Right now, MyChart is able to provide information like upcoming appointments and how much someone 
owes on claims. But when we were testing the system to provide an estimate based on certain tests, the EMR needed additional 
information, such as what the order was. The patient couldn’t just go in and ask how much an x-ray would cost them. The tool 
needed a bit more work on the patient end, so we weren’t ready to go with it at that time. But Epic is constantly working to improve 
the tool, and we could end up switching back because things would work better for everything to be within one system.
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Which third party is best positioned to lead the market?

Respondents Using EMR Vendor for Price Transparency

If nThrive could improve their price estimation tool to make it seamless and user friendly, they would position themselves well in 
the market. nThrive hasn’t done a lot of work on their tool.

There are third parties that are best positioned to lead the market, though I haven’t worked with them. First, there is a company 
called PARA HealthCare Analytics that has some really good analytics tools. That company has done some work with a number of 
providers to enable and support price transparency. The second company that keeps coming up is Cedar. I don’t know whether 
Cedar is well positioned or whether they are just in a lot of people’s faces.

We love Cleverley & Associates and use them quite a bit, but they don’t have a tool for price transparency. They are more about 
price strategy and the files. In terms of transparency, the firm helped us comply with things and post our files. I have been really 
impressed with the firm. I think they are experts in the space, but they aren’t the ones developing the tools.

I don’t see another vendor positioned to impact the price transparency market.

I don’t know which third party is best positioned. We didn’t have a lot of luck with the only product I have some experience with. 
A product can only be as accurate as the data we send, and there is a maintenance process. We decided to go with our EMR 
vendor. In terms of cost and workflow, we didn’t think the other vendor’s product would work for us. We have tried other products 
with that vendor. However, my concern around estimation is that it ends up duplicating the work we do in our EMR. We end 
up doing things twice because the tool is external. We want to avoid duplicate work for our staff. Most systems end up being 
something that we don’t use, integrate, or maintain well. The products aren’t good in the long run.

I really disliked every tool we saw. I don’t think anyone is doing price transparency well.

Respondents Using Third Party for Price Transparency

The companies that can be the most agile are going to be the most successful. AccuReg has proven to be agile, and Craneware 
is very agile, so those vendors can offer solutions to different government mandates or requirements quickly and easily. Those 
vendors are going to have a big opportunity.

Things are so complicated right now because we have to keep all the systems updated. I don’t think web-based technology is the 
future. I see things coming back to mainframes, and I see fewer bolt-ons and more single applications with different modules. I 
think we have all given the bolt-ons a good shot. We have all been through our interface engine challenges, and I see the industry 
moving back to having one vendor process everything through their system. I think the healthcare industry will try to get away 
from legacy systems that require a bunch of bolt-ons.

I am really hoping that ClearQuote is going to step up and provide a product that is going to keep us compliant and be relatively 
easy to use.

Vitalware and Craneware are both really well positioned because their products are connected to the CDM and pricing teams. 
nThrive might have a better product, but their market share is going to be much smaller, and they will have a hard time getting an 
audience. Craneware is probably the biggest, and because they have offered their product for free, they will probably maintain 
market dominance as long as they want it. But they were just taking all of our claims data and then running it through some of 
their other analytics and coming back with sales pitches for other products.

I don’t think there is a singular vendor that is best positioned. In the last couple of years, things have gotten much better. Mostly 
that is the case with data manipulation, which is basically pulling in historical data and figuring out contracts. That is rocket 
science to most people, but if we have access to the data, people can do the work.
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Experian Health is the best-positioned third party just because I know them. I know what their product road map looks like or 
what they told us it looks like. There are certainly other vendors out there such as nThrive and other specialty vendors.

A lot of third-party vendors called on us, and we liked their products, but it was very hard to distinguish between the products. 
We chose Experian Health only because we were in a time crunch, and their system was an addendum to the contract rather 
 than a new contract. There were a lot of good products out there, but the end products for the patient looked very similar from  
all the vendors.

The clearinghouse vendors have a leg up on everyone because they see the claims as the claims go out. Third-party 
clearinghouse vendors see the rejections, denials, and payments when a claim comes back for remittance processing. Insurance 
companies have all the data, and they have operating margins to put regulation in place for their constituents, but that will never 
happen. I would say third-party clearinghouse vendors are best positioned for price transparency. It doesn’t really matter which 
vendor. I don’t necessarily have a top vendor, but anybody who has access to all the information could do price transparency. 
Hospitals are the catcher in the equation, and EHRs leave a lot to be desired. Hospitals can’t afford to employ the talent required 
to do the higher-level analytics. There is just no way.

As providers, we have had to get creative with how we manage some of the gaps. We are interested to see what happens because 
we never know what the vendors have up their sleeves. I have my reservations about Change Healthcare as a third-party vendor, 
but that is separate from price transparency. I think maybe Change Healthcare or Experian Health could come up with a good 
third-party solution. We would trust companies like that to sell us a price transparency tool that we could rely on to maintain 
things instead of maintaining everything internally like we do today. A vendor would have to have access to unlimited data.

nThrive, Experian Health, or vendors that have contract management systems are probably the best vendors  
for price transparency.

With the way Experian Health’s system is intertwined with Epic’s system and based on some demos, Experian Health’s system 
looks like a great tool. It is hard for me to give some analysis on it because it is one thing to look at it in an hour-long demo and 
another thing to use it day in and day out. Experian Health’s self-pay piece lets us take codes, plug them in, and get an estimate 
printed out. That is very nice. But if somebody comes in and has a plan with a high deductible and high-cost sharing who wants 
to get some sort of an estimate, I don’t think that Experian Health’s system is there. With iPAS, since all our contracts are built into 
the system, everything is done. I can pop the codes in, and the system will go out and see what is left in the deductible, what the 
co-insurance is going to be, and what my contract calls for, and then the system will give me a good estimate.

We have channels that we can use to talk directly to Medicare, but we don’t always know whether Medicare is telling us the same 
things that they are telling others. Right now, Panacea Healthcare Solutions is representing a lot of organizations. I think that we 
are going to have to have an industrial type of focused workgroup or committee because CMS can’t do everything on their own. 
They are still messy at best. I think that a third-party organization like Panacea Healthcare Solutions would be helpful in driving 
us toward an agnostic and unbiased industry approach. Panacea Healthcare Solutions would be well suited for that, and they 
would have to lead that effort for us. I think that they are poised to do that and ready to step up to the challenge. We scrubbed 
quite a few vendors before we picked Panacea Healthcare Solutions, and we are very happy with our choice.

We have been fairly satisfied with Payer Glass. We had discussions with Vitalware, which is now Health Catalyst, as a possible 
third party.

PELITAS and AccuReg are best positioned to lead the price transparency market.

PELITAS has been great. A lot of vendors out there have products that do what needs to be done. But aside from the tools, we look 
at a vendor’s support and flexibility. PELITAS has consistently delivered on those fronts. I have been amazed at how customer-
service oriented PELITAS has been. That is what I look for in a vendor; I look for how responsive they are and whether they come 
through on what they said they would do. PELITAS very rarely says no, and I ask for a lot.
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Price transparency has to be standardized. Big, urban hospitals have a lot more staff members and specialists. We have a 
decently sized community, so we just don’t have the time. Our executives aren’t in a position to make assignments, have strategic 
goals, and follow up on those. They are processing their own things. While more urban hospitals can just hand off assignments, 
for us, a price transparency solution definitely has to come from a third party. Syntellis is the vendor that is best positioned for 
us. We haven’t looked around at other vendors outside of our initial RFPs, but we saw the fees other vendors were charging and 
the products they were proposing. We want a vendor who has been our partner for a long time, and Syntellis is the one we know 
the most. I haven’t checked out what other products look like now. But as long as we are happy with our current product and it 
meets our needs, we are in good shape.

Some of the price transparency vendors that might be more qualified and better positioned than Vitalware are extraordinarily 
expensive, and within the current climate, most providers can’t afford those vendors. For a solution to be attractive, it would 
have to be a plug-and-play system that would provide exactly what providers need in our payer contracts, fee structures, and 
reimbursement methodologies. There isn’t a fee schedule for everything. A good vendor would have to be positioned to take care 
of things for us, and I don’t see something like that in the market right now that isn’t extremely expensive.

Waystar is best positioned because we historically have a relationship with them and we have used their products over the years. 
Even though the company name has changed, the quality of the products has stayed consistent.
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What effect will price transparency rules have on patients’ financial outcomes?

All that price transparency is going to do is force hospitals to receive less and less money over time. It will decrease the funding 
that hospitals rely on to create and sustain programs that offer good healthcare. As hospitals race to the bottom of the rate 
barrel, the healthcare services that they offer will start to go away. Then, over time, we will find that our healthcare system will get 
worse instead of better due to a lack of funding. I understand that healthcare is expensive, and I work every day with managed-
care payers to discuss ways to decrease costs in a proactive but sustainable way. Increased price transparency will do nothing 
but harm hospitals over the long term and force them to close down service lines.

As the price transparency rules stand right now, they are not helping patients. There will have to be substantial changes to the 
rules before they start to accomplish the objectives that CMS is after.

Being transparent is always important.

For price transparency, if someone is looking for one particular test, our tool is going to work for that one instance but won’t 
cover everything. If a patient is coming in for a procedure that requires a contrast, the tool is not going to include the price of 
the contrast or the price of the supplies to start the infusion IV. The tool doesn’t always give a complete and accurate picture of 
everything that is going to be needed. If a patient comes in for a chest x-ray, the tool will work perfectly for them, but if they are 
coming in for surgery, the tool doesn’t take into account all of the charges that are involved in the procedure. All we can do is give 
the patient a best guess. The patients will have more than what they had before the price transparency requirements.

For the price transparency rules to improve financial outcomes for patients, they would have to know all the coding, and the 
self-estimator tool would have to actually show the service that is ultimately provided. When we do invasive or complicated 
procedures, the potential variance is so broad that an estimator is virtually useless. The best practice would be to have a price 
estimator portal for the patient to make a request that has to be manually addressed. Someone needs to gather information from 
the patient, and a lot of times, patients don’t know what the right coding is. Patients may not be under current care; they may 
have just seen a doctor who told them what procedure they would have and how much it would cost. We also have to include a 
patient’s insurance and the facility’s self-paid discount with the gross price estimate. Patients want to know what they have to 
pay rather than what their charges are. That is where the No Surprises Act comes into play for out-of-network and uninsured 
patients. We will have to give them an estimate in advance.

I am interested in seeing how the regulations work with insurance companies and where they go with them. I don’t know how 
everything is going to play out at the end of the day. I don’t see a ton of value in blindly sending out good faith estimates to 
uninsured people that aren’t asking for them.

I believe the price transparency rules will offer no improvement for healthcare financial outcomes for patients. The way things 
are written, it is impossible to know exactly what is covered, how it is covered, and so on without talking to an insurance provider. 
The hospital price doesn’t really matter in the grand scheme of things when it comes to what it is actually going to cost to 
have something provided. This software seems like it was put together by the insurance companies to see what everyone was 
charging. That is why it is machine readable. I don’t know why it would need to be machine readable if it is for the patient. I don’t 
know any patient who is going to go out use machine-readable codes to do this work. This software is for insurance companies. 
So I don’t see this software as a benefit to patients at all.

I don’t think price transparency will be beneficial at all.

I don’t think the price transparency rules are going to help at all. They weren’t designed to help. I would challenge anyone to take 
a look at any price transparency tool online and see whether it helps. I can barely figure things out.

I don’t think the price transparency rules have done anything. The number of hits on the website is very minimal.

I don’t think the price transparency rules will help improve healthcare financial outcomes for patients. The price transparency 
rules don’t provide great price transparency to patients. The only component that is really useful to patients is the self-service 
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estimates piece. That is limited and customizable enough that we aren’t really comparing apples to apples. In the machine-
readable file portion, there is a lot of reporting already shown, but that isn’t being consistently followed by most providers. The 
providers are putting up what they want to put up. The tool really serves the vendor industry more than anybody else and isn’t 
helping patients find affordable, good outcomes.

I don’t think the rules will cause our health system to deteriorate, but I don’t think they will add a lot of value either.

I honestly can’t see how price transparency is going to improve patient outcomes.

I love the concept. I just don’t like how people are trying to roll things out. I can see the value from my own experience; however, 
things are not seamless. We are in the beginning stages of price transparency, and things are going to continue to get better. I 
just don’t like the federal regulations because we are basically managing for the regulations and not for the concept. When the 
regulations are involved, things don’t end up exactly how people expect.

I think that the price transparency laws will lead to significant deterioration in patients’ financial outcomes. AccuReg is doing the 
best that they can to provide good information in the best ways that they can. They have great intentions. I would love to have a 
website that I could go to to shop for different healthcare prices. That would be great.

I think that the price transparency rules will moderately improve financial outcomes for patients. From a national healthcare 
perspective and an industry perspective, the rules are written in a way that doesn’t include everything. The rules require only 
300 shoppable items. That doesn’t include all services for all facilities. Also, there is still a good deal lacking or partially lacking in 
terms of compliance. When all healthcare providers are compliant with shoppable items and those services are expanded, that is 
when patients will be fully empowered with all the possible information to make the best healthcare decisions about where they 
receive services.

I think the price transparency rules are a political move by individuals trying to move toward a single-payer system. I don’t think 
there is any benefit to the general public. 90% of the people looking at prices are the news and media. I have asked CFOs who 
have posted their prices whether they have gone into any significant renegotiation with payers, and no one has. No one knows 
how the rules will play out. Payers are in a full position of understanding where they can push back in negotiation, and that 
knowledge is dangerous. I don’t think the rules will make any difference in pricing. People who moved the law forward failed to 
see that most of us never use self-pay methods, and those that do get deep discounts. As a consumer, I take my kid to an out-of-
network hospital and pay the cash price, and it is less than my bill would have been with insurance. We give discounts of 40% or 
more to people who pay cash, not to the insured. Regulators who don’t understand our business are constantly looking at things 
like this without taking seriously conversations with the AHA and other people who understand.

If a patient uses the system, I believe it will help them make informed decisions. The system provides a patient’s out-of-pocket 
costs up front. Because of price transparency and the expensive nature of healthcare, we may have a lot more people decide not 
to get care when they should. The price transparency rules will put the patient in control of choosing not to have a procedure if 
they can’t afford the cost.

If we could get everything fully integrated with Epic’s system, that would be terrific. However, I find the product to be bare bones 
and underwhelming. I also all the other vendors we evaluated to be woefully underwhelming.

In life, people tend to be more engaged when it comes to love or finances. So as healthcare is getting more transparent with 
pricing and financial items, that will resonate with the majority of patients. It is up to hospitals to look at how much they get past 
that. But I think that those interested in that increased engagement will moderately positively impact the patient conversations, 
their engagement, and, of course, their actual payment of balances because of the transparency in education that comes with 
increased engagement.

It is daunting to comb through thousands of items to find the exact phrasing we are looking for. A price estimator tool would 
probably be more helpful. If someone comes in for an MRI and they have certain insurance, they can get a really good estimate. 
The system doesn’t really provide us with that level of detail with the way that it is set up. The system shows what insurance 
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would pay on average, and that may or may not be what the person will pay out of pocket because of plan design, deductibles, 
and co-pays. An ideal system would be able to tell us the exact out-of-pocket amount for an MRI.

It is good to have good faith estimates and our top prices on our website, but having our competitors’ charges out there is bad. 
We are supposed to put all our contracted rates on the website, but our CEO doesn’t want to do that until we get fined. A lot of 
hospitals aren’t complying with the price transparency rules; we aren’t the only organization. Like so many government rules, 
they are good, but the government didn’t do things correctly. The patient piece is good, but the other piece isn’t.

Most people without insurance either don’t have it offered through their job or can’t afford the premiums for one of the plans on 
the marketplace. If they aren’t going to qualify for Medicaid but can’t afford the premium, it comes down to putting food on the 
table and paying the heating bill or paying for the premium for health insurance.

Patient access to pricing information will be improved, but not accuracy.

Patients are smart, and patients who are smarter about healthcare insurance will use what we put out there for them. But I don’t 
know that price transparency gives patients the visibility that the government thinks it does. I am not aware of where patients 
have truly benefited from price transparency yet. Price transparency is still pretty young, so maybe with time and the No 
Surprises Act, patients will get more out of it.

Patients don’t know what their benefits are; they just want healthcare. If a patient has an elective scheduled procedure, Change 
Healthcare has that down. If the patient needs an emergent procedure, they sometimes don’t care about costs because they just 
want to feel well again. The insurance industry hasn’t done a good job of explaining benefits to people. Patients know what their 
co-pays and deductibles are, but they don’t understand all the shenanigans that go on after they are registered and we call for 
authorization. I put the responsibility on the insurance industry. They put the responsibility on us to tell their members what their 
benefits are and how we are going to get paid. I don’t see that working long term.

Price transparency is not helping patients’ financial outcomes at all. Patients have no idea that price transparency is even going 
on. Having price transparency just helps consultants and the industry to understand what others are getting paid so that they 
can race to the middle. We can figure out what our competitor across the street is being paid for X, Y, and Z and then renegotiate 
the prices with payers. Likewise, the payers are figuring out different things. The patients don’t really care; they don’t want a 
machine-readable chargemaster.

Problems at first, followed by long-term improvement. Ultimately will drive patient out of pocket responsibility down.

Providing patients with price estimates is great. However, we had one patient that we gave an estimate to, but when they 
arrived, they wanted to add something on. Later, they complained that their estimate hadn’t included the thing that they added 
on, and they didn’t want to pay. Getting a healthcare price estimate isn’t like ordering off of a menu and seeing the prices. With 
healthcare, things get added on and changed, and we can’t go back and update our estimates while the patient is laying on a 
table. I think that things will get significantly worse in the future because patients expect that they will only owe us the amount 
that they see on their estimates. That isn’t necessarily true though because things change. If a patient overpays and we need to 
give them a refund, that is okay, but then the patient will be mad because they won’t understand why they had to pay so much. 
Healthcare is complicated.

Some patients will take advantage of price transparency, but I don’t think a lot of patients will take advantage of it.

The ability to look up prices has been a pain point in the past. We can confuse patients and give them incorrect information.

The effects of price transparency depend on where we are located. Price transparency will help patients in urban markets 
because they can choose a hospital or service that is the lowest price. In rural areas, it is hard to be competitive. Commercial 
payers want to go to the cheapest places, and every commercial payer that leaves our market raises prices for services that can’t 
leave here. Safety-net hospitals are still taking care of Medicare, Medicaid, and uninsured patients. Price transparency will do a 
disservice to the industry, and in the end, it will hurt patients. In rural areas and urban areas that aren’t affluent, people will leave 
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those places to go elsewhere, and that lowers the funds that come to our hospital to support the overall organization. That is how 
I feel price transparency will deteriorate healthcare.

The goal of price transparency is to let patients know how much their services will cost. If someone needs to have a procedure, 
they need to know how much it will cost and where they should go. Previously, a patient would have to go to five different 
payer websites to compare prices and to understand how much their procedure would cost. Patients need to know how much 
something will cost out of pocket and how much of the cost will be covered. There is a lot of ambiguity in the healthcare system 
overall from different locations, payers, and insurance plans. The coding and billing aspect is a big part of the ambiguity. 
Information needs to be simply released.

The government says we have to publish our average charges per DRG, but I don’t know how that relates to what a patient 
ultimately owes. Patients have no idea what a DRG code is because it just represents a bundled episode of care for an inpatient 
stay. Patients don’t understand CPT coding or how all the financing works. I don’t know how patients are going to serve 
themselves and estimate prices if they don’t have the specificity for the coding. The codes don’t just address medical necessity. 
If a patient looks up the price for a CT of the abdomen with or without contrast, that seems simple enough, but patients need to 
know the exact code that the service uses. So many codes could vary. For surgical procedures, what we predict isn’t always what 
ends up being provided. In the OR, we typically charge per minute, but one surgeon in the OR may spend more time on average 
than another surgeon. The nuance of those charges makes it virtually impossible for the public to understand pricing. That is 
especially true with self-service price estimator tools.

The government’s current methods are not the best way to go about things. If the government really wanted to analyze the data 
and create downward market pressure on healthcare systems, they would need a specific file format to upload into any of those 
big data products, aggregate it, and spit it back out. The government wasn’t specific enough to make it easy for a market analyst 
to use the data. And they sure didn’t do something that patients could use. So the rules missed the mark entirely.

The helpfulness of price transparency rules depends on the individual rule. The shoppable service rule will help people. 
People don’t understand the rule about publishing their chargemaster and appending their contract terms on the end of 
the chargemaster. I don’t think that rule is helpful. For chargemasters, people look at gross pricing, but if there are publicly 
acceptable fee schedules, people don’t have to append their contracts. I don’t think anybody will look through the rules and find 
meaningful solutions to their questions.

The new price transparency rules will make patients think that everything is free. I don’t see a downside to the rules for patients. I 
do see a downside for providers though because they will lose revenue.

The only area I could see improvement in financial outcomes for patients would be in the shoppable services, such as imaging. 
With one-off outpatient things, the price transparency rules could have some benefit there. However, the hospitals shouldn’t 
be offering price transparency. That should be done through the insurance plans, which aren’t supposed to be posted until next 
year. I should be able to log in to my insurance website and see all the hospitals that my insurance is contracted with and how 
much the services cost. The onus should not have gone to the hospital; it should have first gone to the commercial plan. Prices 
should be published by health insurance companies.

The patients’ behaviors have changed a bit. Patients are more educated about their rights and what is available to them than they 
used to be. Patients try their best to involve themselves in their financial experience with healthcare organizations more than 
before. But I struggle with my population of patients. It isn’t a matter of patients not being educated about the price transparency 
piece; the way providers market or don’t market the system makes a difference. Marketing isn’t embedded in the legislation. We 
aren’t required to market the price transparency tool. If we marketed the system to the masses, we would see more patients take 
advantage of the system, educate themselves, utilize the programs. We get a good usage rate with our internal programs, but if 
we marketed the programs heavily, we would get a lot more engagement from patients. But again, that isn’t a requirement. We 
are required to have a price transparency tool, but we aren’t required to promote it.

The people who pay their bills mostly will do so, and the people who don’t pay their bills won’t. I am not sure how much telling 
people what their bill is going to be in advance is going to help that much or change much.
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The price transparency rules add to the administrative burden on struggling hospitals. In an ideal world, the rules would be 
helpful, but right now, we may be causing more confusion for patients by providing them with price transparency information. 
The data is not straightforward or easily understood. We may be adding a level of information that is overwhelming our patients. 
The price transparency rules will potentially cause patient outcomes to moderately deteriorate.

The price transparency rules are confusing. Patients don’t understand what they are looking at or looking for. Things 
are confusing by procedure. If a patient is shopping around to find the best possible chest x-ray, that would be pretty 
straightforward. But the whole thing with price transparency is that patients need to understand their benefits and the language 
that hospitals use, and most patients aren’t very familiar with those things. We have to post our pricing, but people don’t 
understand the difference between the gross charge of an x-ray compared to the out-of-pocket cost, and they don’t know what 
the contractual agreement with the insurance company means. Patients don’t understand what the insurance pays versus what 
the patient needs to pay based on their benefits. I support giving patients the autonomy and tools they need to make the best 
decisions, but things need to make sense to patients.

The price transparency rules are ridiculous to me. The patient will start shopping for healthcare services. But we have to put 
on a discount, which is pretty significant for self-paying patients, and those prices are not what we get paid. That policy is very 
misleading. I just don’t get the whole thing.

The price transparency rules aren’t for patients. We were dinged early on because we tried to make our all-services file meet the 
CMS requirements and be patient friendly. We gave up after CMS came out with some of the additional guidance and information 
that wasn’t in the regulation. We use JSON files for things. Most providers use JSON files, but patients don’t do anything with 
JSON files. They might use JSON files with shoppable services, but they wouldn’t with an all-services file. I don’t know what the 
rules are for. Maybe somebody thinks they can create software to sell to everybody, but I have my doubts.

The price transparency rules aren’t going to help patients; they are going to make things more confusing. Frankly, most of the 
health providers who network with me all feel the same way. The patients don’t understand the price estimator tools, so they 
don’t use the tools.

The price transparency rules don’t help anybody; they only help third-party vendors that are trying to compare prices. The rules 
help payers, but they don’t really help patients. I think the price transparency rules aren’t as helpful as intended; they are a feeble 
attempt at passing regulation to perfect later. There has to be a better way, but I don’t know what the better way is. For those of 
us who are type-A personalities in healthcare finance, the rules rub us the wrong way.

The price transparency rules don’t simplify patients’ experiences when it comes to understanding out-of-pocket obligations.

The price transparency rules may slightly improve financial outcomes for patients, but people in healthcare don’t think like 
people outside of healthcare. If a patient needs their gallbladder out, they aren’t going to look at a bunch of websites and see 
which hospital has the best price. Doctors still drive where patients go. We are at least a decade away from people being good at 
shopping for healthcare. The price transparency rules will make some difference, but most insured patients won’t know to check 
whether their insurance has a higher rate at hospital A than hospital B. Most patients know that they have a $1,000 deductible and 
20% co-insurance, so they won’t anticipate a difference in cost between hospitals.

The price transparency rules provide some information, but in terms of the format of how the information is provided, we have 
to be a pretty involved and engaged consumer to understand what is out there. We check the box for what is needed to be out 
there with certain projects or initiatives to get the price transparency in place. We have had patient financing options available 
for years through our call center and our online patient portal, so we definitely think price transparency is a good key component. 
We are starting to put patient scheduling in our patient portal as well. We are putting more and more into the patients’ hands so 
they can action things themselves.

The price transparency rules will not at all improve healthcare financial outcomes for patients. There is no point.
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The price transparency rules will provide a big improvement. Healthcare is pushing toward the consumer and patient, so they 
are going to have to become more educated on insurance plans, co-pays, and deductibles. The patients are going to have to 
understand things more than they do now. I don’t believe we are at that point yet, but we are heading in that direction. That is 
probably a long-range improvement, but the rules will help as patients become savvier about healthcare.

The price transparency rules won’t be helpful at all to the patients because prices are all relative. The healthcare environment 
doesn’t have good cost accounting systems, which should be driving our negotiations with payers. The third party is creating 
chaos because they throw in ridiculous rules and medical necessity qualifiers that cause us to raise our prices. We can’t 
differentiate prices based on our payers or financial class, and the general public doesn’t understand how we do things. People 
don’t know what a CPT code is.

The rules are very complex and put a lot of burden on providers. The rules are pushing us to think about healthcare expenses 
for the consumer in a different way, and that is good. Over time, if people really try to comply with the purpose of the law rather 
than all the nuances that don’t make sense, the regulations will produce a more transparent marketplace. A lot of times, we have 
so many demands on our time, especially with the revenue cycle. We don’t tend to change what we are doing unless we are 
forced to, and the rules have forced us to change what we are doing. There are two ways to comply with the price transparency 
regulation. One way is to do exactly what the regulation says so that we are compliant. The other way is to understand the intent 
of the regulation and try to fulfill that intention as much as possible. We are trying to comply with the intent of the regulation, but 
that is hard.

The rules give patients an opportunity to shop around, and that is a good thing.

The shoppable services piece will be helpful. That is something we were already doing for our patients. Any patient could request 
an estimate, and we would try and provide it. Things will be helpful for patients when the insurance transparency rules go into 
effect, but there is still a lack of benefit in knowing what the total contract rate is. The benefit is going to be understanding where 
we are within the benefit year and understanding what the out-of-pocket cost will be for a given service. That is the hope from 
the provider’s perspective. We do a lot of prior authorization of services, yet we still get the classic comeback from the payer that 
the authorization is not a guarantee of benefit because they may still say that it isn’t a covered benefit for whatever reason. The 
payer never wants to make a commitment to the provider. However, if they did make a commitment to the member in the form of 
getting an MRI and telling them the out-of-pocket cost, I don’t see how the payer could go back on that to not cover any of it.

The small companies were the ones complying with all of the rules quickly. The small companies had nothing to lose. The 
insurance companies leveraged them into known bad contracts year after year; they want everyone to know how bad their 
contracts are. The big dogs who have better contracts are slow to comply because they don’t want everybody to see their rates 
and know how much they actually get paid. The problem is that absolutely nothing has changed. Not everyone knows what 
everybody else is getting paid. The rules haven’t changed anything in the market. Honestly, things are just political speak. 
Patients say that healthcare is too expensive. Politicians try to do something, even though they can’t fix healthcare. The answer 
doesn’t work for the long term.

There could be some moderate improvement if it is done with the true consumer in mind and not as an administrative burden to 
the healthcare industry.

There has been a moderate improvement. Price transparency is definitely going to push providers to be more open and active in 
terms of working to arm patients with the information they need to make decisions. Ideally, price transparency will also reduce 
prices, but with the way we went about it, I think the jury is still out in terms of reducing prices. There was probably a better way 
to do things. Posting negotiated rates probably wasn’t the best thing, but we have learned.

These transparency rules are not what the patients need. To me, this is really political and is being done for the payers  
more than anybody else. It is going to help the payers cut reimbursement to providers, and in a lot of aspects, that is going to hurt 
the patients.
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We are planning to integrate things like physician planning, quality data, and tooling into our system. We want to have a very 
clear line of sight into what our financial out-of-pocket cost is expected to be. We want to put the consumer in the driver’s seat 
so that they can weigh those things. That will be a very powerful place for us to be.

We are trying to provide some kind of cash price to show a bundled price. If a patient wants a colonoscopy and doesn’t want 
to use insurance, then the price that they pay will cover the facility, anesthesiologist, surgeon, and everything else. We are still 
working on that.

We have had surprise billing laws on the books for a while. If somebody calls us and needs a price, we give them a price. The truth 
of the matter is when a patient calls and asks how much something is going to cost without insurance, my next question is for a 
CPT code. If the patient needs an endoscopy, there are 15 endoscopies that we do. But the endoscopies are all different costs. 
Generally, what happens when we get a quote for a price is we get a call from a surgeon’s office, they give me the codes, and I 
look up the cost. People very rarely call to ask for prices. I don’t see much improvement for patients. Generally, if a patient needs 
a surgery, like removing their gallbladder, they don’t care what it is going to cost; they just want it out.

We have to completely change how we do things. For example, with the No Surprises Act, we have to tell the patient how much 
something will cost before they receive a scheduled service. We have to learn how to do that. That is completely different from 
the way the healthcare market has operated historically. Patients will learn to expect price transparency, and they will react to 
how well we are doing and how much we charge. That will be very different. Patients want to behave like consumers, but they just 
don’t have the information they need. Ultimately, when the information is out there, patients will start behaving like consumers.

When we start talking about what we are doing with our digital health platform, we are looking at making sure the tool we have is 
able to present what we are doing to the broader customer market.

Whether the price transparency rules will improve financial outcomes for patients depends on the patient. I don’t know many 
patients who are pricing things at this point. People tend to be brand loyal. Our hospital has the reputation of being the premier 
provider of quality healthcare. Those loyal to us come here. I don’t think a lot of our patients are currently pricing and comparing 
their services, so I don’t think price transparency has too much of an impact on the patient’s healthcare or financial outcomes. I 
don’t know how that is across the nation.
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What amount of resources does your organization need to meet compliance?

As things stand now, our need is moderate. Initially, it was significant because we were trying to put together what was needed 
to meet the requirement, but now we are doing maintenance. We are just adding anything new or updating files to populate the 
information. Price transparency took two phases. One was the estimator tool, and the other was the requirement to make sure 
that our entire chargemaster was made public. It had to include our rates based on our contracts with insurance companies. 
Providing our entire chargemaster helps the insurance companies but doesn’t help the customers, and that process can be labor 
intensive. Now that we have the file, our EMR vendor is able to send us a yearly file to update our website as needed.

At first, we needed significant resources to figure out how to keep up with government requirements. Now, we are at the 
point where we only need moderate resources. We have to make sure that things are working and that we are staying up on 
requirements. I think that the entire scope of the system will shift and change.

Currently, we only require a limited number of internal resources, but that might change in the future. We will see. Everything 
depends on the mandates put in place.

Experian Health is killing us with very heavy requirements that aren’t helpful. I won’t get the resources I need, but I still have to 
make things happen somehow. The regulation is definitely putting an administrative burden on my existing staff.

For us to be compliant with the No Surprises Act, we would need a significant commitment of FTEs. I don’t think we have the 
tools in our EHRs to be compliant. EHR vendors and insurance companies are all relaying. Insurance companies got a pass in 
the No Surprises Act, and there is no timeline for them to be compliant yet. But hospitals have to be compliant on their own. 
The situation is a nightmare. The laws aren’t slowing down. Every time something passes, things get more intricate, and more 
requirements are placed on the health system. This is all happening in the middle of a global pandemic too. We are all short 
staffed and burnt out.

I would say that each of my team members has given about 30% of their time to price transparency for the last two years, and 
we still aren’t done. CMS’ best guess about the administrative hit that the price transparency rules would have was woefully 
understated. It takes a lot of people, time, and energy to crank through that much data and to think about how to create and 
maintain it.

Implementing the requirements will take a lot of coordination meetings with people at all levels, so the change is going to be  
a big undertaking.

Keeping up with regulations requires a huge lift for all healthcare systems except maybe those who have the Epic system.

Keeping up with the requirements is going to be a constant expense item, considering that providers are ultimately going to 
continue to work with the experienced vendors of the world to modify things and stay up to date. I don’t think those processes 
can be internalized when we are connecting a third-party system to process the data.

Maintaining price transparency will probably take three weeks of our time every year. The government said it should take no 
more than 12 hours per hospital to pull together. That is a total joke. We have exhumed probably at least a month of someone 
else’s time to do price transparency. The government said that the information is there, so we should be able to be compliant.  
But there is no way to do that in the format they are requiring.

On a regular basis, we have to dedicate a pretty significant number of internal resources to keeping up with government 
requirements. Now, we have the No Surprises Act, and we are trying to figure out what we are supposed to do. When an 
organization finds a good third party that can help, that makes a big difference.

Our need is very significant at certain times of the year.
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Our organization tracks hours across all teams and all disciplines every quarter, but at this point, that process still requires a 
significant number of resources. That is largely because our preference is to continue our journey toward full price transparency. 
We fully believe that investment is the right thing to do for our consumers. We don’t view that as a drain. We don’t view that as a 
huge administrative burden we have to bear. Rather, we look at the investment of resources as a privilege and a responsibility to 
provide full price transparency.

Some of the new price transparency laws, like the No Surprises Act, will drive us to lower the cost of care and ultimately limit 
the services that we provide. The main thing about the new laws that causes consternation is the level of uncertainty about 
what the government intends to do, what they are actually doing, and how they are explaining things. The government has some 
basic tenants, but they don’t really understand the specifics of how they are going to get things done with the new laws. The 
government can create a bunch of high-level laws and then leave it to the people who are impacted by them to just figure them 
out. That costs a lot of money. Figuring out price transparency isn’t so complicated that we can’t do it ourselves, but we need a lot 
of lawyers to help us figure it out. That is an investment.

The first price transparency update wasn’t a huge deal. It was a small project to get everything up and running and send files 
to the vendor. We set up the payment and remittance files and the contracts so that the vendor could handle the histories 
and contracts. But a lot of things were on the vendor’s side. The new billing requirements are coming out on January 1, 2022, 
and the hospitals and internal organizations will have to come up with a solution for those requirements. There aren’t a lot of 
vendor solutions out there for billing requirements, so we are hurting a bit from not building our contracts into Epic. Epic would 
automate all required estimates. We are waiting on the final requirements to come out in the next 15 or 20 days.

The level of internal resources needed to keep up with the governmental requirements is limited. That requires a few hours once 
or twice a year. It just requires us to keep our prices up-to-date. Any time we do change our prices, we need to make updates.

The number of resources that we need for price transparency is insane. I have to make sure that payers are paying us 
correctly. I have a team specifically to appeal underpayments, and that team is going to have to work on certain processes for 
underpayments. We have to have a whole other team doing estimates. However, we aren’t getting paid any more to start doing all 
of this extra work.

The price transparency rules and the No Surprises Act are killing all of us in terms of resources. The work is significant and 
requires a lot of internal resources.

The resources we need are significant because we are getting a third-party system for the price transparency tool. The 
resources needed are probably moderate based on what we have done so far, but the resources are definitely significant with the 
IT component, the reimbursement, the revenue cycle, and everybody having to be involved to get the new tool up and going.

The rules, regulations, and updates do not justify a consistent, dedicated resource. So it takes some time for a small task  
force to accomplish things. The patient accounts team, the manager care team, and even folks from accounting or finance  
and compliance are needed. So there is a moderate list, meaning it takes hours from multiple people to adhere to the updates 
and rules.

The solution requires resources to post information and respond to patient inquiries.

To maintain an estimator tool in our EMR without a third party helping us, we would need some high-level analyst people who 
understand a wide range of revenue processes to validate the tool’s accuracy. If we are going to maintain an estimator tool, we 
must be an expert on registration, benefits, and charging practices. We need to make sure the charges are correct. We also must 
be experts on contracts and how we get paid by payers. Not a single person outside of our leadership team has that skill set. We 
must develop that. There must be a strong person engaged in the process. Things are going to be hard, but we need people to 
maintain the tool and validate its accuracy because things change over time. We don’t want to produce inaccurate estimates, 
especially if we start making commitments to patients about their out-of-pocket cost. There is an additional technical burden on 
us. As the revenue cycle has gotten more technical, there has been a greater burden on our leadership. Our leadership needs to 
lead the people.
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To properly keep up with governmental requirements, we will need a significant level of internal resources. We can put a couple 
of analysts on those requirements, but if we are going to comply and be thorough, we need people who have higher skill sets. We 
can’t just have an intern do things.

We are probably putting in a couple of FTEs, but we are trying to limit the number of employees because we aren’t sure where 
everything is headed from a regulatory perspective.

We are probably underserved in the area. I would probably need at least a couple of people to keep up with the governmental 
requirements. We are sharing responsibility in my area. Things need to be more clearly defined than how we have things set up 
today. I am not in the right position today to manage price transparency in the proper fashion.

We are pulling in outside vendors to help us. The shippable service rule required a fair amount of building and maintenance, 
especially since we had to jury-rig things because there weren’t contracts in Epic’s system. Going forward, things will be much 
easier to maintain, but the initial push was substantial.

We couldn’t do anything ourselves. That is why we used a third party, and that is not cheap. We have to constantly update our 
data, and that is a rigorous piece of information. The payers actually have more detail at the level the government is asking for 
than the provider does.

We don’t have the extra resources, so the responsibility is falling on people that have full-time jobs already.

We don’t spend a lot. The estimation tool within our EMR is pretty easy, so we just configure it. That is pretty easy to manage and 
doesn’t take a lot of work.

We have to react to the government’s requirements by the end of the year. The government rewrote the law, so we are a little 
frustrated right now. Price transparency will take a lot of internal and external resources to keep up.

We need a significant number of internal resources because we have to ensure that the chargemaster and contracts are up to 
date, that the vendor keeps the process flowing continuously, and that no one drops the ball. That burden will be more on us than 
the vendor. Our experience is that our staff notices when things don’t happen more than vendors notice things.

We need a significant number of resources to keep up with the requirements. I think the original rule said that providers would 
take about 80 hours to meet the regulations. When I read that, I couldn’t stop laughing. Meeting the requirements has taken an 
enormous number of resources and has added significantly to the cost of healthcare. If we add the No Surprises Act into the 
nightmare, that increases the cost of healthcare too because of the way the rules are written. The situation doesn’t make any 
sense, and the rules are almost impossible to comply with.

We need attorneys and paralegals on staff to help us understand the government requirements so that our operations can meet 
those requirements.

We need more internal resources to keep up with government requirements than someone would think. The number of resources 
was certainly significant when we built the price transparency system ourselves. Things should be easier with the Epic tools. 
A scrub effort is still required. In the future, we will have to start providing estimates for hospital-based providers. That will be 
a nightmare because we don’t have systems that provide contract rates for hospital-based providers. The administrative work 
that is required to maintain compliance is huge. We don’t just have to think about what we are doing today; we also have to think 
about what is coming around the corner.

We need significant internal resources because there are a lot of moving parts across the spectrum with putting notices up 
and everything that we need to do in order to offer the estimates. I recently did an audit where I drove around to all the off-site 
locations to make sure all the proper signage was put up in regard to the federal balance billing law and that they were handing 
the patients information about the balance and what to look for in a surprise bill.
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We only need limited internal resources because the vendor carries most of the load.

We selected the services that we are posting on our website. Every time a change is made to the charges, we update our website. 
I have a dedicated staff that runs the programs. There is a cost to managing things internally. We are satisfying the price 
transparency guidelines. When the patients want to call and take advantage of the estimates or our special programs, they call 
my navigator team. I have a handful of resources who handle estimates and special programs, but I have more customer service 
people. We don’t like to outsource, so everything is in-house for us. The number of resources we need is very different from what 
I am used to, but I would say we need a moderate level of resources to support the programs, update information, and have the 
bandwidth to maintain the system.

We will need to put major process changes in place to keep up with the governmental requirements. One of the requirements for 
the good faith estimates is that we need to provide a diagnosis. For scheduled patients who don’t have insurance, we have to get 
a clinical indication for a diagnostic exam, such as a CAT scan. The CAT scan is defined by a CPT code. The good faith estimate 
requires a clinical indication and a CPT code as part of the order process to schedule a CAT scan. But for other scheduled 
services, we need to implement workflows to support gathering a diagnosis that may or may not be determined. That requires a 
significant lift for the revenue cycle and clinical departments.

We work hard to keep up with all the regulations put on us.
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Will your organization invest in price transparency over the next 12 months?

As long as the federal and state governments continue to create ridiculous requirements, our price transparency solution will be 
part of our long-term plans. The requirements are well intended but purely uninformed. The government understands from the 
consumer’s viewpoint, but with the No Surprises Act, the government can’t even clarify our questions and hasn’t responded to the 
open comment period. As long as the government tries to force regulations on the provider community without understanding 
the underlying drivers, the regulations aren’t going to succeed in helping anyone. We need the financing model to be simplified, 
but the requirements just make things more complicated.

For us, our consideration to make additional investments is mostly driven by the perceived regulatory risk.

I am going to reach out to another vendor to see what they can offer to make our price transparency efficient. That way, I won’t 
tie up one of my analysts for a month every year. I am not sure about investments right now.

I anticipate that we will make additional investments into resources for the price transparency area over the next 12 months.

I don’t know whether we are going to add any investments in the price transparency area, but I don’t think things will decline 
either. I anticipate that we will probably keep the status quo.

I feel like we have already made additional investments in the price transparency area, and we are hoping that we will be able to 
reap the benefits of those investments. We don’t need or want to make more investments at this point.

I haven’t heard of any investments yet.

If the legislation for good faith estimates gets put into play next year, we will absolutely have to staff up for that.

Right now, we are just in maintenance mode. We have the products; all we do is make sure that if there are any additions, we 
submit those to our vendor, and they make the updates. The vendor isn’t requiring any additional investments at this point. We 
are just maintaining.

Some of my hospitals don’t have a price estimator tool. Those hospitals attempt to do the right thing the old-fashioned way. They 
utilize the shoppable services link like our patients do, but if something isn’t there, those hospitals use a cheat sheet that has 
starting prices. Those hospitals also calculate what insurance companies pay. But the calculations aren’t as personalized as a 
price estimator tool would be, and they can only get so close. The new rules under the No Surprises Act say that our estimates 
have to be within $400, but that isn’t reasonable for a major surgery that someone is paying for out of pocket. The new regulations 
aren’t exactly well thought out.

The changes we will have to make through Vitalware to meet this more specific guideline are going to cost us. We will have to 
spend money to do that.

There is actually a bit of internal resource allocation as well as potential third-party help with the surprise billing. I consider 
that to be under the price transparency umbrella. So that in and of itself is not really an update or tweak to an existing rule 
or regulation, meaning that we have to go out and gather information for people we partner with where I typically don’t have 
visibility of their out-of-pocket amounts for their patients. So some internal resources need to gather together, but also, potential 
external resources need to be gathered where either they have the data or they can help mitigate my staff’s time by interviewing 
and gathering information from our partners. So that surprise billing act is definitely going to require some more help.

We already have what we need. We were compliant last year. We weren’t compliant on day one. We took a bit of a wait-and-see 
approach, but we were compliant by the early part of the year.

We are going to make more investments in price transparency by building teams, but we will probably not make more financial 
investments because we already own most of the technical things. We need to commit our people and expertise to get the 
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price transparency solution working appropriately. We are doing something that will need management and staffing resources 
to reach out to patients about their out-of-pocket and precollection costs. So we will invest more in staffing and FTEs than 
technology. We already have most of the technology; we just need to make it work better.

We are making internal efforts for price transparency because we already have the technology structure.

We are moving to nThrive’s system, and that is a big improvement. We want to get away from just basically having a list of all  
of our prices out there on the website. We want a tool where patients put their information in and then get accurate results.

We are not looking to spend more.

We are ok where we are unless statutes change. We will align as regulations come out.

We are waiting for insurance companies to meet mandates before we make additional investments in the price  
transparency area.

We are working with our current vendor. I am not sure whether we will have any associated costs related to that work, but we 
won’t be adding people. We are just like everybody else; we want to develop skills in the people we have instead of going out 
and hiring people. A lot of the price transparency work is new, so people don’t have the skill sets yet. There is no such thing as a 
revenue cycle degree for what we do. Unless an external vendor has developed the resources internally, providers are forced to 
grow their own resources.

We aren’t planning to make additional investments in the next 12 months unless technology becomes more available. If we do, we 
will make investments in technology and not people.

We did sign on with Cleverley & Associates, and they are going to help us with some of the work. We are going to continue to 
invest more time and money into price transparency. We are spending additional time to educate providers and raise their price 
literacy so that they can better explain things to patients. If providers can’t do that, they should transfer patients to someone who 
can answer their questions and address any concerns related to pricing.

We don’t know what we should be asking for in terms of investments in price transparency. We have no idea what kind of 
technology we need. We are still trying to figure out how certain rules apply. I have been asked to produce an estimate of our 
potential revenue loss related to price transparency, but I can’t do that until I understand what it applies to. We had to send a 
list of 15–20 questions to CMS after we participated in a CMS webinar. Most of the responses we got back referred to the No 
Surprises Act or said that our questions were really good. It was very frightening that the people from CMS who were supposed to 
answer our questions weren’t able to. We emailed our list of questions to a higher level and to our legal counsel to investigate our 
questions and to try to get us answers so that we could figure out how to operationalize things.

We have a new thing called surprise billing. I don’t know whether that will require a significant investment, but there will be some 
additional investment.

We have to keep making additional investments in the price transparency area. We have a lot of things coming up in the future 
that we are still trying to work through.

We have to make additional investments in price transparency because we are required to.

We may get RFPs to make sure that we are getting something that can assist us not only with an evaluation but also with 
analytics. But our level of investment is yet to be determined.

We need to make additional investments, but I don’t think we will. We have to maintain the system, but we aren’t getting more 
staff. That has been made very clear.
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We want the signs that we put up in the waiting rooms to look really nice and not just like a piece of paper stuck on a wall. But 
since we don’t know what is going to change two months from now, I don’t want to spend thousands of dollars getting nice signs 
made and put them all up. We made the decision to just go with our current process for the first couple of months and see what 
happens, and if no changes are made, then we will have something fancier put up.

We will be doing price transparency in Epic’s system. Epic produces machine-readable files and other things we need.

We will have to make additional investments in price transparency over the next year because of governmental requirements. 
We have to be able to track how many hospital-based doctors we have so that we can multiply the number of contracts by 
the different provider groups. It is daunting to try and have everything all in one place and report on things with any degree of 
accuracy. That is the challenge with price transparency.
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What is your long-term strategy for price transparency?

As an organization, we have decided to just go with the laws and to do exactly what we were told to do. We won’t try to be cute 
about it. In the long term, price transparency will injure the healthcare system instead of improving it. That is unfortunate 
because there would have been other ways for the government to accomplish their goals. We will continue to work with the laws 
and to follow them, even if we don’t agree with them. They are what they are.

For now, the government isn’t enforcing price transparency regulations for urgent care facilities. We aren’t really thinking about 
price transparency, and it isn’t part of our strategy at this point.

For our short-term strategy, we have made an organizational decision that we won’t do balance billing. That relieves some of 
the administrative burdens. We are trying to upgrade our systems and work with our EHR vendors because they have to change 
some things as well. Across the board, there will have to be investment by payers, EHR developers, and our organizations to 
meet the guidelines. I don’t think price transparency will help drive down the cost of healthcare and drive consumerism because 
the resources to maintain compliance aren’t cheap. An estimator tool costs hundreds of thousands or even millions of dollars 
depending on the size of an organization.

I think we are going to do as little as possible while still staying compliant. But we will continue to partner with hospitals across 
the country to challenge some of the requests being made. It is pretty unfair to have providers publicize privately negotiated 
rates because where I may get $1 extra on my x-ray, I may get $3 less than that on my lab test. People have to look at the whole 
picture of pricing, like the price-rate rationalization work we do every year.

I want to empower consumers to evaluate the value and provide them with meaningful price information that can accompany all 
the other aspects of value, quality, availability, and other attributes that they may evaluate to make a choice.

Ideally, we want people to see what our pricing is. We are a little ahead of the game. Price transparency is important, and the 
public feels its value. We are going to comply with whatever state or federal mandate we have to.

In terms of our long-term strategy for price transparency, I might look at updating our chargemaster system. That is going to 
require some resources. Now everything is published and people can see our rates. At some point, someone will pull my rates, 
compare them to somebody else’s rates, and put that information in the newspaper. I am creating our whole strategy around that 
before it happens, so I need to be ready on the back end.

In the long term, we will be converting to Epic in the next year, and we will likely try to do more directly through our system so that 
we don’t necessarily have to rely on a third party.

In the long term, we will keep moving forward and follow the regulatory guidelines.

Like everybody else, we are reactive, and we do what we can. But we are hesitant to do more than what is expected or written 
because the price transparency rules may change. We don’t want to invest in technology or third-party vendors that are ill 
prepared for changes.

Like most organizations, we aren’t going to do much more than what is required. We want to be able to provide patients with 
accurate estimates, but in terms of being transparent to other payers, we are going to meet the government requirement.

Most companies are doing things siloed, and Experian Health is not. We really need to integrate everything together so that all 
of the information is available to people almost in real time. I am pretty busy, so I try to get my lab work, my doctor’s office visit, 
and everything else together. If I can book all of that online, there is no reason I shouldn’t be able to aggregate the prices online. 
If I am going to see my doctor and get my blood work done, I should be able to expect an out-of-pocket bill in about a month for X 
amount of money. I want to start packaging that together and have that be shoppable and flexible online.
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Most of our long-term strategy relates to negotiating our payer contracts. If we can simplify and streamline price transparency, 
then that is what we will do to make things easier for the consumer to understand. We would lobby for payer reform, and we 
would try to simplify and clarify our payer agreements. It is probably a good idea to move to fee schedules whenever we can to 
streamline all the bundling edits and medical necessity edits. That would at least lend hope to the idea that a consumer could 
understand things a little better. We will continue to provide price estimates and sharpen the tool for accuracy and clarity. 
Almost every health system is using QA for their tools. In other words, we are looking to see whether what we predicted is what 
really happened, and if it didn’t, we are trying to figure out why.

Now, we have prepared for the minimum compliance sets. Our goal is to advance the platform for the consumer to have a more 
streamlined, engaged estimator that can help them make the best decisions about whether to have services rendered at a 
hospital or at a standalone physician-based setting. We want to give people options.

One piece of the new billing requirements is about network scheduling procedures. If a patient is part of our network but is going 
to receive a service out of our network while they are here, we must have a way to notify the other network and have them get 
the price estimates to the patient. The rule is pretty complicated. We can have a lot of estimates per day for all the different 
pieces of the rule, so we are overwhelmed. Hopefully, some of the vendors will step up and help with solutions for the new billing 
requirements. Epic plans to build things based on orders. For example, when we place an order for a patient’s surgery in Epic’s 
system, Epic’s system will check the history, check the contracts built in the system, produce an estimate automatically, and have 
the estimate available for the patient through the patient’s MyChart account or the mail. After that, the order will go to a file and 
then to a print mail vendor to send out. That is Epic’s end goal. It is going to take them a little while to get there.

Our biggest thing is getting our insurance contracts in line so that they are more consistent. Right now, that is so difficult. We 
have so many different commercial contracts, and everybody wants to know information about them. The government doesn’t 
understand. We have a dozen major contracts with a dozen different payers. The point of my soapbox is that I wish hospital 
pricing wasn’t so ridiculous. I wish an MRI didn’t cost $4,500 when we know we would only get paid $1,100, for example. That is 
insanity. I am hopeful that we will get to the point where our charges are very close to what we get reimbursed.

Our focus is on simplifying the billing experience for patients and educating them on financial obligations.

Our long-term strategy around price transparency is still to be determined. We are working on it. Unfortunately, the new price 
transparency rules were not on the radar of the department that is usually in charge of rolling out regulatory requirements. We 
are behind the eight ball on price transparency.

Our long-term strategy around price transparency is to comply with the regulations and provide meaningful tools to patients.

Our long-term strategy around price transparency is to do the bare minimum. Our community doesn’t use the price transparency 
solution because they aren’t good with technology.

Our long-term strategy around price transparency is to make sure we are compliant with government regulations. The patients 
can enter their insurance and their procedure, and the tool will give them a real-time estimate based on their insurance plan and 
deductible status. From a consumer perspective, we are doing what we are supposed to do. We also use our price transparency 
tool to help the back office generate good faith estimates.

Our long-term strategy around price transparency is to provide user-friendly and accessible tools and to educate our community 
so that they understand their costs.

Our long-term strategy around price transparency is to use some of the routines and approaches we have built within our 
contracting and data analytics teams. We will feed data to our vendor and then do QA on the data. We just needed a little more 
infrastructure around the data to publish it ourselves. That is what we are doing for the all-services file. For the shoppable-
services file, we have been working internally and with Epic to evolve and make our estimates more accurate within the Epic 
platform. We expect to go live with enhanced capabilities soon, so we won’t need our current vendor to host the shoppable-
services file. We will transition to Epic’s price estimates. With the No Surprises Act, Epic has been surprisingly unhelpful with 
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infrastructure to support the regulation. We are actively trying to evaluate whether Epic will meet the additional estimate 
requirements under the No Surprises Act for self-paying and uninsured patients. That is still unclear to me.

Our long-term strategy depends on the regulatory changes that are put in place. We will align as they come out.

Our long-term strategy for price transparency is to build internally.

Our long-term strategy for price transparency is to have good communication with our price transparency vendor and to 
establish a business relationship with them. That will allow us to communicate with them about things.

Our long-term strategy for price transparency is to help patients more easily access our fee schedules and put more insurance 
companies on our website. That will help patients drill down and dive into insurance companies and benefits.

Our long-term strategy for price transparency is to rely on our parent organization to provide with us the correct IT platforms and 
to do the negotiations.

Our long-term strategy is just staying current with whatever the new federal or state guidelines are and making sure that we are 
in compliance with them.

Our long-term strategy is to be one of the lowest-priced hospitals in our state. That strategy is built upon decades of managing 
our costs, not upon being something that we aren’t. We haven’t tried to be everything; we have done things that we can do well. 
We have prided ourselves in the quality of our people because when we have satisfied employees, we will have satisfied patients 
as well. And when we have satisfied patients, we build brand equity. That allows the financials to take care of themselves. We 
have always had a focus on making sure our costs are fair and that we are giving the best value. By keeping our costs low, we are 
able to keep our charges low. A lot of times, we price ourselves below the market. I am not excited about price transparency for 
our industry as a whole. It will cause a lot of challenges. But I am excited for us because of how we have modeled our pricing and 
lived under our budget for so many years. If price transparency comes, I welcome it for our hospital.

Our long-term strategy is to be regarded as a high-value provider. We feel that we have the quality to go with that strategy, 
and we are constantly striving to make sure our cost matches the quality and yields high-value propositions for our patients. 
Those elements go into what we charge for our services and how we do our services compared to our peers. Our mind-set going 
forward is to look at whether we are doing everything we can to help our patients, what they owe, why they owe it, and what 
options there are for paying the bill. We want to do everything we can to help our patients understand and pay their bills.

Our long-term strategy is to follow the rules to the extent that they exist and utilize existing vendors to minimize the expense. We 
don’t need any incremental costs right now. Our costs are soaring due to the pandemic. Supply costs, labor costs, and inflation 
are extraordinarily high right now. It is a difficult time for providers.

Our long-term strategy is to move away from our home-brewed tool and move to nThrive’s tool.

Our long-term strategy is to provide excellent care at a reasonable price. We will accomplish that by maintaining our current 
quality of care and ensuring patient satisfaction.

Our position on price transparency is going to be to open up any and all channels that we have with the government, third-party 
vendors, and our peers. We want to figure out the most efficient and effective ways for us to do everything that we need to do 
while keeping our administrative costs as low as possible.

Our strategy about true price transparency is that it is an integral portion of what we want to deliver in our digital footprint and as 
part of our consistent services. Price transparency is an important element of our strategy moving forward. We want to be ahead 
of regulations, meet them, and exceed them.
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Our strategy is really three pronged. One part is staying compliant so I don’t get fined. Another part is I want to incorporate the 
outside partners that we do business with for things like anesthesia, pathology, and so on, but not because the government will 
go that way eventually. I want that more because it is just a better patient experience when I can tell patients they are not going 
to get any other bills or that depending on the service line, they might get one other bill. I really want to start consolidating that 
more. We are actually starting to do that more in general. From a patient experience standpoint, we can give patients one, true 
out-of-pocket price with all things considered. The third part is I want to have a tool and a platform where patients can navigate, 
pick a doctor, pick a test, and schedule an appointment online. I want the patients to have flexible financial options as they are 
doing that.

Price transparency is critical to improving our patient relationships and patient satisfaction. The financial part is just as 
important as the patient care part. So much of patient satisfaction is affected by the financial experience.

Price transparency is going to be expanding, especially with some of the governmental changes coming up. It is going to be a big 
project for us. I think patients have to be able to shop for certain procedures that we don’t maybe currently have out there. My 
understanding is that price transparency is going to explode for us this coming year.

Right now, we are complying with the regulations, but the process is not very automated. We will be pushing our existing vendors 
and seeking more automation. The next stage of everything is going to be more self-service and virtual options. How technology 
can encompass all the pieces of the puzzle is going to be critical to avoid stepping away from the strategy.

Since we don’t think that the price transparency is actually helping patients, especially in our setting, we will just meet the 
regulatory requirements.

The new billing requirements are going to change everything. Service providers must provide a good faith estimate to self-pay 
patients for services scheduled more than three days out. In other words, before the patients receive the service, we have to 
produce a self-pay estimate and get it to the patient. On top of that, if co-providers are involved, they also have to be included 
with the price. That is all part of the new regulations coming out on January 1, 2022. The regulations are obviously throwing a 
curve ball to the best of us. If someone has an ED visit, and they are triaged and determined to be nonemergent, the payer can 
fight the charges, and we will be required to give an estimate of the nonemergent charges while the patient is there. We just don’t 
have that capability right now.

Utilize Epic as a one-stop-shop to handle price transparency

We are best served by delivering a preeminent patient financial experience. To us, that means being up front about setting 
expectations with patients on the financial aspects of their care. It is hard to articulate how significant of an investment that 
would be. Part of our strategy is how we deliver the preeminent patient financial experience by being clear on up-front estimates, 
coverage verification, and articulation of patient benefits and how they impact care.

We are currently doing some work to bring tools back in-house. Epic hosts some patient-facing estimator tools. We are 
maintaining a few of our machine-readable files internally as well. We have a couple of partners that we work with in other 
spaces, and we have reached out to see how our options are. One vendor is Craneware. Their price transparency tools are free of 
charge to their customers. We are on the precipice of looking at Craneware’s team right now. We want to insource to some extent 
and then look to fill gaps. We are certainly capable of doing the maintenance for machine-readable files in-house, but we feel 
that with the constant changes to rates and CDM pricing, it would be helpful to have a cost-effective partner. One of Craneware’s 
advantages is that their services are free. We are looking at Craneware as well as a couple of other vendor partners that have 
reached out.

We are going to follow the guidelines handed out by our government to make sure that patients are aware of their services. The 
No Surprise Act is supposed to go into play in January and is going to require us to look at how we are presenting information to 
our patients.
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We are making sure that we update things yearly. If we are making a lot of price increases or alterations, or if regulations have 
changed, then we need to update our website accordingly, but for now, we have chosen to do that just once a year.

We have a short-term strategy for understanding the absolute requirements of the law when it comes to price transparency. 
We want to ensure that we are working in accordance with those requirements. I would imagine that the long-term impact of 
the laws might be widespread price changes with the way that hospitals price things and distribute services. I am not sure that 
we have a clear vision of the future, but we are on track for our short-term goals. I have heard that there have been some delays 
with the laws’ requirements. I would imagine that that will result in a lot of people postponing some necessary changes until they 
absolutely have to make them.

We have had to grind through price transparency manually because none of the solutions really do what we need them to do. 
Using spreadsheets is my strategy until we get Epic. I will maybe have to update things as the regulatory environment changes, 
but my sense is that the rest of my peers are in a similar place. The strategy is either to do things manually or to wait to see 
whether the government will really impose standards. There is a 20-year-old discussion about real-time adjudication and getting 
payers to give us claim estimates that include benefits information. Having that information is the key. We want to know what 
services are being provided, what particular benefits those services interact with on the patient side, and what co-pays will likely 
be applicable. There is no EDI standard, but it would be great if there were. Getting that will take several years, though.

We have shoppable pricing because we get a lot of questions about price estimates. We started down that road before the 
price transparency rules came out, so it wasn’t that big of a stretch to get us there for certain procedures. In the future, we will 
hopefully see additional clarity. The data is out there and available but is confusing. Patients have to be pretty knowledgeable to 
know what they are looking at. There need to be better representation or presentation of the data so that it is more usable for the 
consumer base. There is information about transparency regulations, and we have to post all of our procedures and negotiated 
prices by payer or plan code, but the data set is huge. Unless the consumer understands all of the different pieces they need 
when they have a visit or procedure, it can be pretty overwhelming and confusing to figure out the real cost. We have broken 
through the barrier of getting the information out there, but it has to become more user friendly and helpful.

We must commit to a patient’s out-of-pocket maximum before providing the service. If the service doesn’t change, we are 
obligated to closely estimate the patient’s cost before they commit to receiving an elective or nonelective but urgent service. The 
cost of care is scary for patients, and it is starting to become scarier than clinical care. When we can tell people what they will 
owe and make a commitment that the cost will not increase, that puts people at ease. That benefits everyone because patients 
will agree to receive service and pay up front in full. The uncertainty of the process is a stressor. People are voicing concerns, and 
we are trying to keep our doors open so that we can provide medical services to all our patients. We need to do that in a way that 
won’t put additional financial stress on the patients. A lot of work needs to be done to make sure the quotes are accurate. If we do 
the work, we can get close to the right amount.

We plan on staying at least at the minimum of government requirements.

We want to be compliant, and we have been working hard at that. We are doing a decent job of it now. We have a price estimator 
tool, which is better than any of the chargemaster posting activity that is going on. Our ultimate strategy is to provide the patient 
with the information they need to make a good healthcare decision. We put a lot of work into the price estimator tool, and it gets 
the patient most of the information they need. The tool is about as good as it can be at this point, but there are probably some 
opportunities to tweak it a bit.

We want to help patients understand hospital and physician costs, and we want to get our estimates as accurate as possible. We 
don’t want to put our contracted rates out on the internet.

We want to invest more time and energy into developing our website. That way, we have a resource-laden website where people 
can go to easily understand pricing or connect to someone who can help them. The website is one of our gaps right now.
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We will be adding additional features. We are always looking toward our future strategy and how we can leverage our current 
tools. Our current tool accommodates network pricing. If we don’t have a certain rate for a payer, there is a callout, and then we 
give consumers the option to contact a financial counselor for information about their options.

We will continue to do what we need to in order to stay compliant, but it is going to be challenging. The government hasn’t given 
us much time to implement the rules. Companies need to be really responsive and have several different deployment options 
queued up so that when the government picks one, they can move quickly.

We will continue to use the Epic tool for price transparency if it works as designed. Until we get everything up and have enough 
history for managed care, we won’t be able to see how easy the system is. The system should marry everything together in 
the extract because our chargemaster and contractor are in there. The system should create a machine-readable file that our 
contracting group will review to make sure nothing pops out as odd or incorrect. The shoppable service tool works well. It will be 
even better once we have the contracts in Epic’s system, so our long-term plan is that everything will come from Epic.

We will have to make additional investments for our long-term strategy around price transparency. We have to get all our 
facilities the appropriate tools for estimates. That will be one of the first things we tackle. We are working toward a true patient 
estimator tool. Additionally, we are exploring our options for creating an interactive, custom way to review our files with the 
vendors we have because they have all the information. We want to know whether we can build custom things that have similar 
logic to the shoppable services. We would like to use something like that as an internal tool.

We will provide price transparency as long as we are required to do so.
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What is the biggest challenge with achieving compliance?

Any time we have people manually processing new regulations, we have variances that become obstacles. We have high turnover 
because of the market in general, and that tends to create an unstable workflow.

Compliance is a challenge because pretty much every item being asked for is layered with 60–100 pages of contractual language 
that explicitly states that I can’t do what the rules and regulations are asking me to do. I am an ethical man, so it is kind of hard for 
me to purposely have to violate the rules. But we have got to pick who we want to not be compliant with between the government 
or a payer. That is a pretty easy choice, but that doesn’t make it easier to digest and deal with that. The second challenge would 
easily be resourcing. I don’t have a little army from other teams that I can pull in. I have got one or two people who do contracts 
and proration. But God forbid they are sick or out or I have other things for them to do. We are stretched pretty thin there. The 
third biggest challenge would be the data aggregation because of how old our back-end EMR and some of the bolt-ons are. It just 
takes a lot of time to get all of the data together.

Even though we have a contract with a payer that says we are not allowed to share our pricing, the federal government is 
surpassing all of our contracts and sharing our rates with the world. That doesn’t help competition, but it gives all the power 
to the payer because now they already know what they are doing with everybody. That puts the information out there, and the 
payers know what we are doing with the competition. Now all of the prices will be lowered, and all that means is that they payers 
are going to pay less for the service. That puts the monkey on the providers’ back. Eventually, we can’t do the service because we 
are not going to be paid enough to cover the cost. That is a real danger zone. The ultimate goal with the federal government is to 
make a one-payer system run and taken care of totally by the government. They are just having to work a process to get there. 
That will be universal healthcare.

Everything has been running very smoothly, and we haven’t had any challenges.

Having enough resources is the number one challenge with achieving compliance. We are in a national shortage of hospital 
workers, including workers in the nursing department.

I think that getting the data and access that we need on the technology side of things will be a challenge. I also think that 
implementing the tools that we need will be a challenge. There will be a lot of challenges with the new price transparency laws.

If our providers understood the media influences on price transparency and how much media influences drive our strategy or 
our discernment of vendors, that would be interesting. We are mindful of those things, and we pay attention to any media around 
price transparency daily. The media doesn’t drive our focus or our fears.

On the plan side, there is no exemption or exclusion, and the way the plan is going to publish a rate for us is to use the rates the 
vendor uses to calculate expected pay so that they can calculate the patient out of pocket. Maybe health plans could be required 
to tell their members the expected out-of-pocket cost when they are going to get a service done, but to publish a rate in the 
situation where we have capitation as a requirement on the health plan side is not truly accurate. We worry about what that 
might do in terms of the marketplace. Other payers get to see those rates, and we don’t know whether the rates are truly accurate 
or just interim rates.

One challenge with achieving compliance is that the government’s regulations are confusing and not timely. Some smaller 
organizations are really struggling with them, and they may not be able to meet certain deadlines because they don’t have  
deep pockets.

One of our greatest challenges with compliance is that when patients come into the emergency room on our facility side, we 
identify the tier of service that we are going to do. The work we bill for on the physician side is extremely detailed down to CPT 
codes and modifiers. All of those things dictate our prices. When we produce a quote on the physician side, we have to perform 
the exact same CPT code without any physicians for any kind of diagnostic test that we do. When a patient goes to the ER, we 
have no idea what we are going to do to them until they have gotten a complete work-up. That work-up doesn’t necessarily 
happen in a three-hour window. It doesn’t even happen in a ten-hour window. It can go on for 23 hours. That makes it almost 
impossible for us to provide an accurate bill.
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Our biggest challenge is confusing, complex regulations because they are continually changing. Now, we have to deal with the 
new regulation for surprise billing.

Our biggest challenge is contradicting regulations. Our state has a whole bunch of pricing transparency regulations for surprise 
billing that went into effect this year, so now we have to combine federal things with state things to make sure we are compliant 
with both rules. That is a mess.

Our biggest challenge with achieving compliance is getting the data we need. The good faith estimates require us to have a data 
point for the diagnosis.

Our biggest challenges are (1) regulations, (2) technology, and (3) data.

Our biggest challenges are getting data and getting the technology behind it. I would probably put confusing and complex 
regulations as another challenge. CMS had to redefine and respecify things because the regulations were so vague originally. 
There were a lot of gray areas. CMS is trying to clear that up, but there is still a gray area there.

Our second biggest challenge is with the technology and making sure the information is safe and protected. With the price 
estimator tool, we are constantly having to monitor and check that it is working as expected. We have had some instances where 
the website link hasn’t worked. We have had to work with a third-party vendor to get any type of access issues addressed.

Our top challenge with achieving compliance was that the guidance was unclear and unspecific across the board. That issue was 
top of mind for us.

Providers have had a rough time with machine-readable files. If our organization hadn’t had access to our bot automation so 
that we could leverage our contract data and run, we wouldn’t have met the compliance standards. What we were able to do was 
nothing short of amazing.

Pulling the data and getting it formatted into something that makes sense is a monumental task.

Putting contracted rates out on the internet. Patients don’t care about that. The way it’s out there, patients will never be able to 
understand it. Patients want to know what they have to pay out of pocket and that’s what the estimate tool does. So the good part 
is the estimate tool. The bad part is putting your contracted rates out.

Regulations are always a worry. They are constantly changing.

Resources can be a challenge. We need highly skilled resources who can interpret contracts, and there is a workforce shortage 
across healthcare, even in this space. It is the wrong time for the government to push something like this, and if we had a little 
pandemic grace, I would appreciate it. I have multiple vacant positions on my CDM team right now.

Some of the things we get dinged on for compliance are not intuitive. We would have been compliant with certain things if we 
had known CMS would be looking for it.

Surprise billing is something that we are struggling with right now. Price transparency has become clearer, but it was definitely 
confusing when it was first rolled out. I wouldn’t say that is the biggest issue anymore though.

The biggest challenge is that the government doesn’t understand healthcare, so they make decisions from a very uninformed 
perspective. All providers would like the environment to be simpler, but we aren’t creating the complexity; we just have to 
respond to it. The for-profit motives of commercial insurance companies and the regulatory requirements are the biggest 
challenges.

The biggest challenge that we have with achieving compliance with the price transparency rules is definitely the  
rules themselves.
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The biggest challenge to achieving compliance is understanding the changing rules. That is especially true in light of the No 
Surprises Act. We were getting instructions all the way until the end of December. The government made changes to the forms, 
and half the legislation has been delayed because of the pushback. We are trying to understand the intent of the rules so that we 
can operationalize things. Compliance is driving everything else.

The biggest challenge with achieving compliance is that we have insufficient resources to interpret the rules. We have  
an external partner to help us with regulations, and we attend CMS-sponsored webinars to ask questions and try to understand 
the rules.

The biggest challenges are the uncertainty with the regulations and the time frame we will have to react to those uncertainties. 
Our resources are already stretched pretty thin, so when the time comes, we can’t just drop everything to work on compliance  
for six months. That is our next problem.

The biggest challenges that we have with achieving compliance are the systems, people, and sheer volume of work that go 
through our organization.

The biggest challenges with achieving compliance are complex regulations, getting data, technology, and insufficient resources. 
Everything is a challenge.

The CMS regulations weren’t clear. We have reached out to CMS to clarify some of the points that we came across in working on 
the machine-readable file. There is a lot of maintenance that comes into play, and that is why we are opting for an outside vendor 
to maintain our machine-readable file because contracts get renegotiated and we will need to update the file. There is a lot to 
stay on top of in order to maintain compliance. For us, the main challenge is the regulations. We have sent a list of about half a 
dozen questions to CMS, and we are pending a response. That is a bit frustrating and challenging because our questions are very 
valid. Not all of the regulations are black and white. There are some gray areas about what should be included, what should be 
excluded, and whether it is okay to consolidate pieces of data.

The complexities of understanding what people are expecting are our biggest challenges. In terms of service, we need to know 
the CPT codes to drive things. That has been a bit of a struggle with the providers and orders. It is challenging to get data. I don’t 
find the regulations to be overly taxing, but the hospitals and hospital systems aren’t set up to accommodate the regulations.

The government and insurance companies don’t understand what they are doing. They are trying to do something that I think will 
hurt them in the end. Commercial payers are younger. They have insurance and vehicles and can make choices, so they drive to 
another city to receive healthcare at the drop of a hat. The people who price transparency hurts the most are the people in urban, 
inner-city areas that are less affluent and have county hospitals. Price transparency also hurts rural areas where there are a lot 
of Medicare patients. Those individuals don’t have the ability to travel, so when money is pulled out of the urban hospitals, people 
migrate. If the commercial payers take their money to other places, that will hurt Medicare and Medicaid populations the most. 
Those payers are supporting the safety-net hospitals in those communities.

The new requirement for estimations for self-pay patients is going to be hard for us. We aren’t ready for that from a work 
standpoint. We are in a unique position where we don’t have a lot of external providers, and the majority of our care is provided 
by our employed physicians. We don’t have a lot of scenarios where the facilities are contracted and the physicians aren’t. They 
are almost uniformly contracted across the board. I don’t have a lot of surprise billing things. The bigger challenges are with 
the surprising billing rooms and not necessarily with transparency. In 2022, the big piece is on the payer side, and that will be 
interesting to see.

The process for achieving compliance is complicated. The way hospitals charge has evolved with processes of high discounting 
and contract relationships. We are allowed to increase our charges to react to government and contract reimbursement 
structures. Things have evolved differently in every state. The way hospitals charge has evolved over a long time, and that isn’t 
easy to undo. On top of that, we have contractual relationships and government regulations that tell us what we will get paid. 
We don’t have the information about the type of insurance plan the patient has, their benefit structure, the current state of their 
deductible, or whether they have met their out-of-pocket cost. We rely on the payer to give us that information. We must have 
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real-time information to tell the patient how we think the payer will apply the patient’s benefits. However, everybody thinks the 
cost is on us because we are the ones billing the patients. But there are a lot of pieces of information that we may not have, and 
we would need that information to provide an accurate estimate.

The regulations are confusing because people can interpret the regulations in different ways. A lot of times, we go back and forth 
on what something means. That seems to be the biggest issue.

The regulations are very confusing and don’t make any sense. CMS and all the other departments involved in the rulemaking 
have no idea how their own organization works, nor do they have any interest in or understanding of how a hospital works. 
Some components of the regulations are very good and well targeted, and there is good intent. But with price transparency, 
there are a lot of good playbooks already out there. HFMA approached CMS and said that they have been working with their 
providers, patients, and others for years to create a playbook on appropriate patient price transparency. HFMA asked whether 
CMS would like to work with them, but CMS said no, and that doesn’t make any sense to me. I don’t know why CMS wouldn’t want a 
consortium of experts to help advise on something meaningful for the patient population. The problem is that there are so many 
conflicts. Everybody is the bad guy. I don’t know how much longer I can handle this situation.

The regulations don’t seem to reflect the reality of how reimbursement is calculated for facilities in our region or organizations 
like ours. There is a requirement to post information on how a patient’s out-of-pocket expense would be calculated, what our 
rates are, what our negotiated reimbursement rates are, and more, but those things aren’t as simple as looking up a price on a 
menu and putting it into a file. For example, for any given inpatient stay, the cost of the stay is going to vary depending on many 
different circumstances. Reflecting on all of the considerations isn’t possible in the format that the government has stated that 
our information needs to be published.

The regulations leave a lot to be desired and a lot of questions. We need more clarity in terms of what the expectations are. I have 
spent a lot of time on webinars to listen to experts interpret the rule and law, and there is still some disagreement on how people 
are reading certain sections.

The surprise billing rule is the most convoluted thing I have ever read, but price transparency is easy. We don’t agree with 
everything in the rule, but it isn’t convoluted. Our vendor is carrying the load for estimates. Once something is on the internet, it is 
on the internet forever. Most hospitals were already providing price estimates, especially to self-paying patients. Most hospitals 
had their top 10 surgical rates online but not their contracted prices. That part is a bit of a change, but most hospitals were doing 
certain things already, so I wouldn’t say the estimates are complicated.

The technology is the second biggest challenge. When we put through a request, Vitalware has a very hard time complying with 
that because they can’t make the system do what it needs to do by law.

There are a lot of different ways the requirements can be interpreted. We have to reach out to other organizations to see whether 
they are seeing things the way we do. We have had a lot of outside counsel from similar organizations.

There is a lack of clarity when it comes to the information that is required for posting.

There is a lack of innovation by vendors in the space.

We have a combination of all of the challenges, and we just have to figure out exactly what we need to do with enough time to get 
it done.

We have a physician group that has a partnership with a hospital organization. Sometimes there is difficulty in getting both sides 
to follow the same rules in the same manner.

We have a unique market with a lot of government employees. A local HMO market evolved where the providers own health plans. 
The providers take risk in the form of an overall premium that is coming into our health plan, and we identify a certain amount of 
that premium that the plan needs for administration and a bit of margin because risk-based capital requirement increases every 
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year. The rest of the money in the form of a percentage of the premium is ours to fund our risk rule, and we pay ourselves and 
all other providers out of that risk pool. At the end of the year, we might owe a little money to the health plan if actual expenses 
exceed the funding level, or they might owe us money if there is a surplus. The challenge is how to publish a rate on an individual-
item level.

We have had no challenges. Everything is automated and aligned.

We need to block out a time for phone calls with other healthcare organizations and lawyers to try to figure out the No Surprises 
Act. We have to spend a lot of time figuring things out, and we never really know whether we are doing things exactly right. The 
act isn’t very clear in certain respects, so we have had to do a lot of work.
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What is the second-biggest challenge with achieving compliance?

After we figured out how to achieve compliance with government regulations, our next biggest challenge was outsourcing.

Not everyone defines things in the same way, so definitions are going to cause problems. The other big challenge is the education 
of the general public. The general public does not understand price transparency.

Price transparency isn’t the path to achieving lower costs. The government and insurance companies are misled in their theory 
of how to reduce healthcare costs.

Technology is the second biggest challenge to achieving compliance. Our EMR vendor’s technology should have aided us and 
provided a solution from the start because the information is there, but our EMR vendor didn’t know how to put the information 
out in a compliant format. Technology has yet to help us.

The challenge is with complex insurance plans. What the patient policies will and won’t cover is very confusing for everybody, and 
that goes hand in hand with technology.

We have a challenge with EHR integration.

We need to provide enough content for the consumer to be adequately informed. There are so many services that aren’t rendered 
on a one-off basis, and the payment methodology is not there in a way that gives someone a good estimate. The reality is that the 
estimate may not show how the services are truly rendered at the end of the day.
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Additional comments

As a physician, I have absolutely no idea how I can comply with price transparency when I have a patient come to me for what 
I think that I need to do, only for me to find out that that isn’t what I actually need to do when they get to me. We already have 
issues that aren’t related to price transparency but are related to authorization. We receive authorization for services that 
we think that we are going to perform, but when we get to that point, things sometimes get modified. Our providers don’t 
communicate with us in a timely manner that would allow us to upgrade our authorization and get things paid, much less get 
quotes for them.

Because of the surprise billing regulation, we have very little time to comply. At this point, we can’t automate things like self-pay 
estimates that we think we will be able to automate. We can automate the creation of the estimate, but somebody must look at 
it to make sure the charges are correct before the estimate gets released to the patient. We don’t have those resources, and we 
haven’t budgeted for those resources. We didn’t know we would need them because the compliance time frame was so quick. In 
the short term, we don’t have the people to do the manual work that needs to happen while we try to get the tool to work in a more 
automated way.

Cleverley & Associates has helped us out quite a bit for price transparency in one of our markets. It is a bit easier to use Cleverley 
& Associates in a market where we aren’t using our EMR vendor.

CMS is good at writing rules but bad at writing understandable rules. I think CMS hires people who failed at professional writing.

Epic is solid. They have all of our data and historical data. Epic is our best practice. To go outside of Epic would be cumbersome 
and difficult.

Even if I become aware that uninsured or noncontracted patients have hit my hospital, I won’t have an opportunity to provide a 
price quote to them before care. I don’t have access to those individuals. I am trying to figure out how to write rules on the back 
end to identify emergent care because we will basically just have to write it off. I have no knowledge of whether third-party 
payers are obligated to modify their remittance or to inform me when a patient is or isn’t responsible. I don’t know whether I am 
going to get a new code that will tell me what isn’t billable to patients versus what will be in the deductible. I don’t know whose 
responsibility that is. If all I have to do is follow payer remittance, then I will be happy to do that. But I have no idea what those 
remittances are going to look like or how and when I should pursue patients responsibly.

For the most part, we refer people to our out-of-network providers’ entities. We just provide the name and information and hand 
them off. There are some cases where we will do self-pay packages or some kind of package deal, but those are rare. In those 
instances, we will reach out to those areas, coordinate, get an agreed-upon rate, and handle things. But those instances are 
pretty rare. I would say we get one or two of those a month, and most of the time, we just say people have to have that discussion 
with an external partner and go from there. We will advocate on the patients’ behalf, meaning if there is some egregious balanced 
bill or something like that, we will reach out and say that is not okay and that there needs to be some consideration. But it if 
something is just a balance bill or another bill a patient wasn’t expecting, then we apologize but hand over the bill because that is 
not really under our jurisdiction.

For the sake of patients, payers and hospital leaders need to be open and have a mind-set that healthcare is a service rather than 
a business.

From a consumer perspective, price transparency and surprise billing should have been addressed 30 years ago. Everywhere I 
have worked, patients have been caught off guard without any way of understanding their bills. We had a mentality that when a 
person gets a bill, they need to pay their bill. People can’t go to the store and buy bread without paying for it, but the bread has 
a sticker on it that shows the cost before they walk out, and people can make a choice right there. Patients are often hostages 
in their situation and don’t have a way to prepare. The healthcare industry has done an awful job of financially educating and 
preparing patients. We spend all our time fighting insurance companies, but we have missed an opportunity to partner with 
patients. I believe hospitals should get paid everything they are due, but we could have done a better job with our patients.
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Having multiple data fields makes it difficult to summarize things in a patient-friendly format.

Hospitals have allowed managed care to take control of our operations so much that we focus almost all our attention on the 
insurance side. For decades, we haven’t been helping patients whenever they go to the ER and the ER doctor isn’t in their 
network. Patients get hit with surprise out-of-network costs. As a practitioner in my facility, people sign on with the same 
networks we sign onto. That way, our patients have peace of mind.

I am still waiting to figure out how self-pay is going to work with price transparency. Much of my organization’s straight self-
pay is really indigent care, but I need patients to be able to complete bad-debt financial profiles in order to award them charity 
care. Otherwise, they will go back into bad debt. But according to price transparency laws, if I can’t bill a self-pay patient without 
providing them with a price quote, which I have no ability to do in the ER, then all of my bad debt and charity care will become 
write-offs, and I won’t have the ability to pursue patients for possible Medicaid eligibility or charity adjustments. If I can’t bill them 
to get them to complete the bad-debt process or identify where they may be Medicaid eligible, then I completely miss out on 
awarding charity or getting the patient set up with the Medicaid program. I have to rely on the hospital to start that process and 
on the patient to finish that process.

I don’t know who is going to come out of the woodwork and provide an elaborate estimator. I don’t know whether someone will 
do it in the block chain and store all the contracts for every payer and provider in some decentralized fashion. That seems like 
a crazy, wild idea, but the only approach we could get to is having a single solution that could generate real-time adjudication 
calculations for every payer.

I have a hope that over time, Epic can provide some of the information we need. They have the same issues as other vendors, but 
I have been able to run a mock-up in our test environment of what Epic could show me in terms of machine-readable data. Epic’s 
data is just as good as the histories and remittances that we have. I have talked to Epic about getting the estimates to be more 
solid and removing the outlier situations, and they are working on those things.

I know that there are new requirements for compliance. Hospitals have been dealing with price transparency for the past year, 
but I know that price transparency will be expanded under the No Surprises Act. We don’t quite understand the legislation. We 
have sent questions to CMS to get clarification.

I know there are health systems that are following the price transparency regulations and that check the boxes, and I know 
there are other health systems that have not. They may prefer to pay the fines that are in place. I don’t know how patients feel 
comfortable with that. I would like to understand what steps health systems are taking to make the data more usable for their 
patients as opposed to just checking the boxes.

I need to make sure the data is always correct.

I think that the technology challenges that we face when it comes to achieving compliance are from a lack of consistency.  
The price transparency rules may help with those challenges. I think that we need to have a universal requirement and a universal 
tool set that everyone will use. That will keep the industry cost down, and it will be better for patients in the long run.

I think there are going to be far more of us that aren’t compliant with the newest round of regulations on January 1, 2022. For the 
most part, everybody has tried to become compliant with the 2021 regulations. Some big health systems decided they weren’t 
going to be compliant and would just pay the fines. I don’t think those health systems will be able to get away with that in 2022 
because the government has upped the ante on the fines. A couple of health systems are probably scrambling because they 
didn’t do what they were supposed to the first time. However, some things in the new regulations are just unreasonable to put on 
a health system with a 60-day or 45-day notice. I look forward to changes, and I think some things will get pushed back like the 
government did for insurance companies. I am upset that the government did that for insurance companies. There is no talk yet 
of doing that for health systems even though we are the ones taking care of patients during COVID-19.

If someone is leaving town to get a cheaper MRI, price transparency will improve their financial outcomes. But if someone is still 
in town, has a heart attack, and needs ER service, price transparency won’t improve their financial outcomes. Our prices are 
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going to go up as more services leave. As more things are getting pulled out, hospitals have increased their room rates, surgical 
rates, and ER rates because those things can’t be pulled out of hospitals. Anyone who knows what they are talking about knows 
that price transparency will decrease financial outcomes for patients. Overall, it will raise our premiums and the overall cost of 
care. The insurance companies are shortsighted to think price transparency will save them money. It won’t.

If someone were to look at the margins of most health systems, especially the nonprofit health systems, they would see that 
we aren’t the ones making all the money. The majority of nonprofit health systems are underwater in terms of their net patient 
service revenue compared to their operating expenses. Nonprofit health systems rely on philanthropy and investment returns, 
and that causes them to take a bit more risk. The regulatory red tape and the payer behavior are the causes of price escalation. 
The percentage of overhead costs related to the cost of direct patient care continues to grow out of balance. We are on an 
unsustainable path that creates access issues for many patient populations, and that cycle has to be broken if we are going to be 
successful. We don’t appear to be getting there through the bureaucratic process.

If we want consumers to know things, we need to harness the media. There are thousands of drug commercials on TV, so we 
should add price transparency commercials. We should harness the technology that is out there. If we want to improve patient 
outcomes, we need to go to the patient instead of just telling the doctors what to do and leaving the patients to their own devices.

In terms of being compliant, we have technology challenges. We have multiple systems, and we are trying to systemize on the 
same platform. We want to drive down the cost of healthcare and meet the compliance rules at the same time.

It is always frustrating for customers and providers to have to decipher and decode all the different insurance plans that are out 
there. If we could simplify things, that would go a long way in helping patients know what they owe. We would be able to provide 
the price to patients.

It remains to be seen how we are going to electronically capture all of the aspects of patient care, pull everything into an estimate, 
and send it to the patient’s insurance company and then how the patient’s insurance company sends everything to the patient in 
a time frame that gives them enough advanced notice about what they are expected to pay for a service. There are a lot of hand-
offs, and hand-offs come with fables. Without a very strong IT infrastructure with standards, we have a house of cards waiting to 
fall down. IT is probably going to be the biggest challenge next to understanding the regulations.

It will take a lot of effort from individuals at all levels to get the process going smoothly. So we will have to have many meetings 
that will pull people from their already busy schedules.

One challenge with achieving compliance is insufficient resources. That is a struggle because of the timing and complexity  
of the regulations. We have had to move people from other areas. Other things won’t get done because we needed to make 
sure we got the good faith estimates out. Based on how far ahead we are scheduling, we have one or three days to get a good 
faith estimate to the patient depending on whether they want it mailed or emailed. We are throwing everything we can toward 
contacting the patient to get good email and mailing addresses. If the estimate is off by $400, then the patient can start an appeal 
process. We don’t have the resources for that. Even if we had the budget for those resources, we cannot find people to hire. 
People last two weeks because they don’t want to work as hard as we have to work. COVID-19 has had such an impact on us.  
We have to be creative with fewer resources, and we are burning our staff out. Everyone from the clinicians to the registration 
staff is exhausted.

One of my big questions is about tiered benefits. We may be contracted to payers, but we aren’t a tier-one provider. If a patient 
goes to a tier-one provider, then they may only pay a certain deductible to the ER. But if they accessed my organization as a non-
tier-one provider, then they will have to pay a higher deductible in the ER. I don’t know whether that rule will still apply. That is a 
benefit-plan situation. A patient could say that they were surprised and that they didn’t expect that, but it will be on their benefit 
plan. It is a challenge to understand how that works.

One of the biggest challenges with being compliant is having good technology. We have to think about what is coming around the 
corner and what we will have to deal with. We get technology from Epic, and that is helpful, but a fair amount of scrubbing must 
happen with that. Maintaining the system is always going to be a fair amount of work. Once the system is in maintenance mode, 
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we will constantly be adding and deleting charges. The maintenance of the system will require some more work. Things will get 
easier after the first cycle.

One of the biggest issues we face is with the availability of data. Not everything in our EHR is required. So we have to make sure 
that all of our interfaces are up-to-date and that our users are entering all the data appropriately, specifically surrounding the 
chargemaster.

Our hospitalist group is in network with everything that we are in network with, so there is not an issue there. Our hospitalist 
group is a contracted group, and the same is true of our radiologists and our anesthesia group.

Our market is fairly close. There are two hospitals, and most of the specialists are all in one group. There are a few outliers to that, 
but there are only a few things that we are out of network on. Where we are out of network, the other hospital is in the network. 
The physicians and specialists work at both facilities. Most of them are pretty much in network. We know we have someone 
coming in that is out of network for a scheduled service. We are giving people estimates and notifications that they are out of 
network. If patients want to go to an in-network facility, they can. We will try to get a precertification even though we are out of 
network if there is a special circumstance where a patient needs to come to this facility instead of their in-network facility. That 
doesn’t work all that often, but the patient has that option. We try to give them that paperwork three days in advance to meet all 
of the surprise billing regulations.

Price transparency is definitely meant for hospitals, but the government has also indicated that they expect price transparency 
for nonemergency services. That means that non-emergency services have to provide price transparency for nonparticipating 
providers. I have no idea how we are going to do that when I don’t even know who is coming in the door. We don’t share pricing 
with the hospital entities that we affiliate with. I have no idea how we are going to produce quotes for separate entities. We 
try to align our contracts, but we don’t always succeed. So the hospital may take a direct transfer of a patient that I don’t know 
about until they hit a bed in our hospital. We also have patients who are flown in from other regions and states. There are times 
when we have to participate in another state’s health plan, but the patient is in our facility. Price transparency is much more 
complicated than the people who wrote the legislation thought that it would be.

Price transparency is good because patients need to make informed choices and understand what their care involves,  
but a lot of times patients don’t understand. I have worked in healthcare every day for years, and deciding what to do is still hard 
for me as a consumer.

Pricing transparency is seamless. Experian Health helped us through the process. We can control things. We have 300 shippable 
services out there, but there is a table behind the scenes. If we want to add more, we can submit a ticket, or Experian Health can 
give us administrator access. We can add more CPT codes for public estimations. That is great to know. At this point, I am trying 
to figure out what the need is, but we are covering the requirements and getting pretty good estimates. Experian Health has 
another tool for estimations that we are moving to as well.

Some organizations don’t align with or contract with payers. They sell their services to small or mid-sized employers because 
they think that there is a significant need to reduce what employers are spending on healthcare. As a result, certain patients  
go to any hospital that they think that they are entitled to go to. The price transparency laws are going to largely limit the number 
of protections available for those individuals. Organizations probably won’t allow access to reference-based pricing payers 
who just pay what they want to pay. Those patients are held harmless because of price transparency. I anticipate that a lot of 
participants in plans and products like that will find that they have a very limited number of places that they can go to for care, 
especially elective care. Emergency services won’t be affected by the price transparency laws, but a lot of elective services will 
probably suffer.

Sometimes it is challenging to get qualified people. We also have difficulty with finding the staff to do some of the things on the 
technical side.

The estimate piece of AccuReg’s system is just okay. I actually thought it was going to be much better. I haven’t been very 
impressed with their service. The reason we went to AccuReg was that we were told how great their service was, and I haven’t 
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seen a lot of proactivity. AccuReg asked us to share the AHA’s published information on the No Surprises Act. It was odd that we 
should be the one supplying that to them. I haven’t been pleased with the vendor’s development. The product is not cheap to use.

The price transparency effort shouldn’t come only from the government; it should be collaboratively approached. Payer 
associations and the government should work together to come up with initiatives to implement. If there were a collaborative 
approach, we would have an easier way to implement price transparency.

The process of getting data has never made sense to me because healthcare, to some degree, is about data, but getting 
information out of data is hard. We have to rely on the people who input data and the platforms and EHRs that we use to store and 
gather data.

The regulations aren’t complex; they are oversimplified, not insightful enough, and vague. Over the last several years, we have 
seen a pattern where regulatory items are passed and we are expected to just do the best we can. That drives us crazy. We try to 
read up and make sure we haven’t missed anything, but that is very difficult because the first set of rules is vague and there are 
many changes along the way.

The systems that fix the issues are too expensive.

The third-party payer environment is out of control, and they have very strong lobbyists. Insurance companies and financially 
backed institutions are making tons of money, and the people who actually care for the patients are struggling to keep their 
heads above water. That is a very telling message. The situation continues to grow out of balance. We want to keep the patient at 
the center of healthcare, but third-party payers aren’t helping patients.

There are confusing regulations and insufficient resources.

There is no doubt that the system is broken. Every day, my team comes to work, and we say we are going to make things better. 
The regulatory environment in the healthcare industry is meant to penalize bad players, but there aren’t many bad players. We 
are good players, and we are trying to do the right thing for patients. We are continually slapped with regulation because of a few 
bad players, but we still get up every day to fight the fight.

Things look really bad. I would like to be able to flash forward six months and see what everybody is doing. I hope we will be in a 
better spot in six months.

We are in data overload. We have so much data, but we have no actionable information.

We do have Craneware’s product, but I have compared notes with other people who use it too, and Craneware’s system doesn’t 
really work because it doesn’t throw out the outliers. There are a bunch of claims that we get paid a percentage for, but we 
wouldn’t necessarily include those in our average contracted rate because those things get paid in a totally different way. If 90% 
of our contract gets paid on a DRG, we don’t want to include the highest and longest state cases that were paid at a percentage 
because that throws off the averages. The issue with solutions like Craneware’s is that users are given misleading information. 
When my CFOs look at the information, they say that there is no way that it is right. The data has outliers and goofy things in it.

We don’t know what we are supposed to do, and we don’t know who to involve. It isn’t like there aren’t other draws on our time. At 
the same time that we are trying to get our information published, updated, and maintained, we are also trying to maintain and 
optimize other things. We are trying to comply with annual code changes and regulatory changes. We are trying to comply with 
payer requirements, which change at least quarterly, and we are trying to comply with other regulations. All of those things draw 
on people’s times. There is the matter of competing and contradictory priorities.

We have put in a lot of time trying to figure out the regulation and then working to pull all the data because we are talking about 
everything in our chargemaster system. There are tens and thousands of items.
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We have two to three meetings a week on price transparency to see whether anyone has learned anything new or come up with 
some kind of workflow. We are hoping for some flag in our systems that we can latch onto to make things work. I feel like we 
have been circling around price transparency issues for way too long. CMS has basically said that they have until December 26 to 
publish clarifications, and things need to go live on January 1. We are way past the 11th hour on this, and we still haven’t received 
any clarifications. We were really hoping that between AMA and our hospital association that we could get things suspended 
until they were clearer. If the government does any kind of temporary reprieve though, I think that that will come down to the last 
minute as well.

We use Experian Health’s software predominantly for three reasons. One reason is the solution was already being used for our 
insurance eligibility and our claims processing, so we already had a standing relationship with Experian Health. The second 
reason is that our EMR vendor has a short list of preferred partners, and Experian Health is on that list. That empowers a lot of 
integration and interoperability. The third reason is the timing in which we could get this product up and live was a bit critical, 
and Experian Health was able to turn that around quickly, partially because of the first reasons, and that was really great for us.

We went into this project thinking we could do with what we had. We did not want to expend additional resources  
on a bolt-on vendor.

What we need is a marketing tool. Pricing is a marketing aspect and not an aspect of the revenue cycle. That is a disconnect for 
me. All the vendors are approaching price transparency from a revenue cycle perspective and not as a marketing opportunity 
and differentiator.

Whatever source is selected, it should rely on existing data feeds. There are a lot of people out there with this data already, and 
vendors should be able to provide it at a low cost or free of charge. All Cerner customers should be having that conversation 
with Cerner. Epic set the bar pretty high; they are just putting a print button in their system for price transparency data. In order 
for the regulations to be effective, the government is going to have to define a consistent, simple data format that can be used 
for market research. And they are going to have to clarify some things. The government should require us to provide patient 
estimates and flat files. They are trying to accomplish two different things with the same file, and that is why the regulations 
aren’t working.




